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Abstract: Objective: The aim of this project was to develop the Arabic CAPT (A-CAPT), a Standard
Arabic version of the CHEAR auditory perception test (CAPT) that assesses consonant perception
ability in children. Method: This closed-set test was evaluated with normal-hearing children aged 5 to
11 years. Development and validation of the speech materials were accomplished in two experimental
phases. Twenty-six children participated in phase I, where the test materials were piloted to ensure
that the selected words were age appropriate and that the form of Arabic used was familiar to the
children. Sixteen children participated in phase II where test–retest reliability, age effects, and critical
differences were measured. A computerized implementation was used to present stimuli and collect
responses. Children selected one of four response options displayed on a screen for each trial. Results:
Two lists of 32 words were developed with two levels of difficulty, easy and hard. Assessment of
test–retest reliability for the final version of the lists showed a strong agreement. A within-subject
ANOVA showed no significant difference between test and retest sessions. Performance improved
with increasing age. Critical difference values were similar to the British English version of the CAPT.
Conclusions: The A-CAPT is an appropriate speech perception test for assessing Arabic-speaking
children as young as 5 years old. This test can reliably assess consonant perception ability and
monitor changes over time or after an intervention.
Keywords: auditory perception; speech test; paediatric; phoneme discrimination
1. Introduction
1.1. Selecting Appropriate Speech Materials in Arabic
Approximately 319 million people in the world speak Arabic, inclusive of all dialects
and forms, making it one of the five most spoken languages worldwide [1,2]. Native-Arabic
speakers are spread all over the globe as Arabs are amongst the fastest growing diaspora
population in the world; they make up 4% of Berlin’s population in Germany, 4% of
Belgium’s population, 2.5% of France’s population, nearly 1.5% of the United Kingdom’s
population, and 1.1% of the United States’ population [1–4].
Similar to Modern Greek, Swiss German, and Haitian Creole, Arabic is a diglossic
language where the same speaker uses different forms of the language in different set-
tings [5]. There is a coexistence of two varieties of the language throughout the community,
one of which is the literary or formal dialect while the other is a colloquial dialect that
is spoken on everyday basis. Colloquial dialects are the true mother-tongue of native
speakers of Arabic, and they vary slightly within regions and between different parts of
the country, as well as between different Arabic-speaking countries where dialects may
even be incomprehensible [6]. The Modern Standard Arabic is the common form of Arabic
that can be understood across this diverse Arabic-speaking population.
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The diglossia and range of dialects add complexity when developing speech assess-
ment materials. Ideally an Arabic language speech test should be appropriate for all
Arabic-speaking countries and appropriate for use in other countries with large popu-
lations of Arabic-speaking individuals (e.g., Belgium, Germany, France, UK, and US)
migrated from different countries. This diversity and complexity should be considered
when working with the Arabic language and could potentially be the reason why few
validated Arabic speech assessment measures exist. Fortunately, a common practice across
all Arabic-speaking countries is to use the Modern Standard Arabic in formal settings such
as education and media. This across-language shared approach enables us to use Modern
Standard Arabic when developing Arabic speech materials that are relevant to many coun-
tries. One example of the use of this approach is the work of Ashoor and Prochazka [7]
who developed the Saudi Speech Recognition Threshold (SRT) test using Modern Standard
Arabic. Modern Standard Arabic is unfamiliar to some pre-school children because this
form of language is not used in everyday conversations. It is the language formally studied
in schools, used in the media, in children’s programmes and cartoons. Therefore, it is ap-
propriate to use Modern Standard Arabic with children aged five years and older, because
they attend schools and have had years of exposure to media and children’s television.
1.2. Hearing Loss: Prevalence and Assessment
The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated the prevalence of hearing impair-
ment ≥35 dB HL among children|(5–14 years) to be 1.7% worldwide and 0.9% in the
Middle East and North Africa [8]. Saudi Arabia, where this study took place, has a higher
prevalence of hearing loss than the world and the Middle East and North Africa combined,
with an estimation of 13% for both conductive and sensorineural hearing impairments [9].
A large-scale epidemiological study was carried out between 1997 to 2000 and reported
that the percentage of Saudi Arabian children with confirmed diagnosis of sensorineural
hearing loss (SNHL) was almost as high as the global prevalence (1.5%) where hearing
impairment ≥70 dB was estimated to be 0.7% [9,10]. Such a high prevalence has been asso-
ciated with congenital conditions [11,12], childhood onset hearing loss [13], and attributed
to the common practice of consanguineous marriage, which concentrates genes known to
cause hearing impairment [11,14].
Inevitably, the incidence rates of hearing loss are increasing over time [15] and the
number of paediatric candidates for hearing devices is growing. Such a high incidence rate
has resulted in Saudi Arabia establishing the largest centre for cochlear implants (CIs) in the
Middle East and in addition there is extensive use of hearing devices [16]. For appropriate
monitoring of paediatric outcomes over time, well-validated measures of hearing ability
are required. Currently, there is an extremely limited selection of tests that can be used to
reliably assess speech perception in Saudi-Arabic-speaking children. A common practice
in Saudi Arabia is to use Arabic translations of English tests or Arabic tests that have
been developed in other Arabian countries to assess speech perception in Saudi Arabian
children. Clearly, tests translated directly from English to Arabic without proper validation
with Saudi Arabic-speaking children are unlikely to be balanced and the reliability poor.
Similarly, tests that were developed in other Arabic countries often include unfamiliar
words to Saudi Arabian children [17]. In the current practice, the reliability of speech tests
used with Saudi Arabian children is seldom known.
Speech perception tests are the primary outcome measures used to assess speech
development for children with CIs [18] and are essential tools for the assessment and
management of hearing loss. There is value in developing and validating reliable speech
perception tests that can assess and monitor auditory perception since good auditory
discrimination skills are essential for the development of speech and language in chil-
dren [19,20]. With tools for the assessment of the discrimination of speech cues to provide
frequency-specific information with known reliability, it would help clinicians to verify the
benefits of hearing devices or assess effectiveness of habilitation interventions.
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1.3. CHEAR Auditory Perception Test
There are many published speech perception tests in English for children that assess
speech recognition, auditory discrimination, and or monitor progress of speech and lan-
guage skills. This Arabic auditory perception test was developed based on the English
CHEAR Auditory Perception Test (CAPT) [21], which provides valuable frequency-specific
information about the audibility and discrimination of speech cues from the pattern of
phoneme confusions produced after a child completed the test. The CAPT was shown to
be sensitive to hearing aid gain settings [22] and was used along with the McCormick Toy
test [23] to derive UK cochlear implant candidacy criteria [24]. It is a phoneme discrimi-
nation test, which consists of monosyllabic words in form of consonant-vowel-consonant
(CVC) or consonant-vowel-consonant-consonant (CVCC) that differ in either first or final
phoneme. It is a closed-set test that uses four response alternatives on each trial. All the
items in the test are real words that are familiar to children in the targeted age range.
The CAPT was validated and the critical difference for the measure was calculated.
The critical difference is a measure that takes into account the reliability of the materials. It is
a measure that can be used on an individual basis to compare performance in two listening
conditions (e.g., with and without hearing devices) or different hearing devices fittings. The
calculation of the critical difference provides a range of values for each individual’s scores
that indicates a “true” difference, only if an individual’s score in the second condition falls
outside the provided range would this be seen as a genuine change in scores. The critical
differences for the original CAPT were calculated and were consistent with other speech
tests, where the theoretical critical differences were somewhat smaller than the obtained
critical differences for children, indicating that the children are less consistent across the
test and retest sessions than predicted.
1.4. Rationale and Aim of This Research
There are a limited number of published speech tests that were evaluated with Arabic-
speaking children in Saudi Arabia; a summary of these tests is listed in Table 1. The scarcity
of tools to help assess consonant perception in Saudi-Arabic-speaking children was the
main motivation of this study but with the intention of providing a measure that is also
relevant and usable for other Arabic-speaking children. Therefore, the primary aim of this
study was to develop the Arabic CAPT (A-CAPT), a closed-set phoneme discrimination
test in Modern Standard Arabic that was developed based on the British English CAPT. A
secondary aim of this research was to investigate whether a discrimination test in Modern
Standard form of a language, in this case Arabic, can assess consonant perception in
school-aged children.
This work outlines a procedure for producing a carefully translated version of a speech
test in another language. The stages were to: (1) develop the materials based on knowledge
of the vocabulary and contrastive words, (2) evaluate the stimuli and the response pictures
with an expert panel, (3) pilot the initial version of the materials in a group setting, using
electronic response voting, to understand whether all words are understood by the target
population and derive final lists, (4) run test–retest reliability with target population using
individual testing approach.
Table 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children.
Name Type Target Age Dialect
Arabic Lexical Neighborhood
Test (LNT) [17] Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 12 year old children and above Modern Standard Arabic
SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above Modern Standard Arabic
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2. Materials and Methods
The process of the development and validation of this test was conducted in three
main steps (Figure 1). The first step was the development of the materials; followed by the
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test.
Figure 1. Summary of the process of development and evaluation of the test.
2.1. Materials
To develop the A-CAPT, we established an inventory of 120 monosyllabic words
found in Arabic children’s books and commonly used in everyday life that are familiar to
Arabic-speaking children aged five years and older. We arranged the words in groups of
four Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ only in one phoneme.
Words were grouped based on their consonant environments, where each selected word
was in a group with three other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) containing
the four similar words differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test therefore used
a closed-set four-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the words in the
inventory could fit into groups of four minimally contrastive words with similar phonemes,
only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 words, three words
(/bat
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Familiarity and intelligibility of words within CGs was assessed by a simple binary
forced response survey that was used with the three native Arabic audiologists (Saudi
Arabian, Egyptian, and Libyan) who volunteered to assess the appropriateness of the
materials for the target group of children. In a group setting, the clinicians listened to
each stimulus and matched it to the corresponding picture then decided whether it was
appropriate or inappropriate. The group agreed that the word /
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levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then i creasing the volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function (p rformance by 
l vel) so that the most appr priate presentation lev l for future t st presentation could be 
established. This psychometric functio  could also be used to find a presentati n level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differ ce calculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
 t  volume to the ext level with a en-minutes bre k in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
b/, which refers to a
verb form f the wor ‘absent’, was rather bstract and the illustration may cause confusion
to the children. Accordingly, the CG that contained this word was marked for elimination
in the final version of the word lists. T keep an even number of CGs fo the purpose of
creating equal word lists, we pted to eliminat thre more CGs that was determined to be
least familiar to children and use it nst ad for a practice run. Otherwise, the expert panel
agre d that the words selected were appropriate and m tched the illustrations.
2.1.1. Recording Words
Three native Arabic- peaking adults volunteered to record the words in Modern
Standard Arabic, two females and one male (age range 35–46 year old); each word was
recorded twice. The female speakers were both originally from the central region of Saudi
Arabia (Al-Qassim), the first speaker was a post-graduate student while the other speaker
was an elementary-school teacher. The le speaker was from the western region of
Saudi Arabia (Makkah) and was a university lecturer. The speakers were seated a meter
away from the microphone. The stimuli were recorded in an Anechoic Chamber (AC) at
University College London with a Bruel and Kjaer 2231 Sound Level Meter fitted with
a type 4190 condenser microphone. The signal was digitised with a Focusrite 2i2 USB
sound card at a sample rate of 44,100 Hz. Six continuous wav files were recorded using
ProRec 2.4 [26], recording software developed at UCL. Automatic separation before and
after utterances and labelling for each word was achieved through ProRec after filtering
the .wav files with a high pass filter to reduce gross fluctuations (using a MatLab script).
Finally, the RMS values for all words was equated.
Three Arabic native speakers critically listened to the recorded words and gave their
feedback on pronunciation, clarity of the recordings, accuracy of utterances in the Modern
Standard Arabic and their preferred speaker out of the three. Using google forms, the
evaluators individually listened and rated each word as clear or not clear. One of the
evaluators who completed the forms was a post-graduate student in linguistics and her
Ph.D. project involved investigation of dialects in Saudi Arabia, the other two evaluators
were highly educated clinical audiologists in Saudi Arabia. The three evaluators voted for
the same female speaker, and thus her voice was selected for the A-CAPT.
2.1.2. Handling Test Materials and Illustrati ns
The pictures were all drawn by a 14-year-old child to ensure t at they wer relevant for
younger children. Although there is no evidence that children’s drawings are necess rily
more relevant to other childr than profes ional illustrators, we chose to do this because
in the original implem tati n f t e CAPT som of the figures a to be altered to make
them more meaningful for children. For xample, th wor peg was originally a picture f
a clothes p g to be used on a washi g l ne bu had to be replaced with a clothes peg for
hanging up coats. The pictures were then ma e i to jpegs and a caption of th wo d written
in Arabic was dded to each figure (S e Fig re 2). After recording he w rds an matching
them to c responding p ctures, the famili rity and appropriateness of the words a d ir
correspondi g pictures were assess d by an expert r view panel, hree Arabic-speaking
audiologists, w o lis ened and evaluated all t e words and thei corres onding pictures.
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r/) and their illustrations.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Phase I: Assessment of Speech Materials and Development and Refinement of
Word Lists
In this phase, we evaluated whether or not the selected words in Modern Standard
Arabic language were appropriate and intelligible for the targeted age group of children.
Participants
Adverts were sent to the King Fahad Academy (KFA) in London, United Kingdom
(UK) to recruit children for this experiment. The KFA is an independent school that follows
the UK national curriculum and is funded by the Saudi Arabian Embassy in the UK.
Twenty-eight children aged between six and eleven years (mean age = 8.94 years) were
randomly selected from families that responded to adverts. All children were screened at
20 dBHL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. Transient
evoked otoacoustic emission (TEOAE) was also performed on each child. All children
passed the hearing screening and have no known learning disabilities.
Evaluation of the Test Material
Test materials, 80 monosyllabic words, were delivered via a computer using Prezi
presentation slides on a screen through an EB-X62 EPSON projector. The words were
presented at a soft presentation level calibrated to be 50 dBA at the centre of where the
children were sitting for the testing to avoid ceiling effects. Words were delivered via a wall
speaker Model NV-WA40W-SP to a group of normal hearing children. Tests were conducted
in a classroom where the average background noise level of the room ranged 40–45 dB SPL;
the noise level was measured three times within each session, before conducting the test,
during the test and at the end of the test session. Each test was run twice with a ten-minute
bre k betw e a h session; the order of wo ds was the same in t st and etest sessions.
The classroo wi do were hut to mi i ize ext rnal backgr und n is . The
classroo was allocat d for non-Engli h sp king children who eceive extra language
sion a d was cated the admi ist atio a which wa generally the quietest in
the chool. N incidents of sudden b ckgrou noi e we e observed du ing testing. The
im nsions of the lassro m w re: 800 cm long, 704 cm wide, and 250 cm high. The
children sat on the carpet in the mi dle of the room with the first row tw meters from the
lo dspeaker. There were five rows of children in total and the calibration was conducted at
the midpoint of these rows.
The children were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. Children had a practice run that consisted of
4 words to familiarize them with the process. Following Vickers’ speech test procedure [27],
each child was assigned a hand-held infrared transmitter to record her or his response to
each trial. Turning point software and a USB receiver were used to capture the children’s
responses. A rule from Vickers’ study was also followed, this was to exclude participants
if they missed four or more items to rule out technical issues such as malfunction of
transmitters, accordingly two children were excluded.
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2.2.2. Phase II: Evaluation of the Developed Lists
In this phase, data were collected to evaluate the developed lists from phase I, of
which there were four (two easy and two hard lists). The level of difficulty of the lists
was determined based on the average scores for each CG (Figures 3 and 4). Data were
analyzed for individual lists and also by combining the two easier lists and combining the
two harder lists producing a total of two lists, an easy list and a hard list. Each list can
be used repeatedly by merely changing the order of the words within the list because all
words are represented on each run (See Table 2).
Figure 3. In the box plots, the Y axis represents the average correct score for the test and retest trials
and the X axis represents the developed initial phoneme CGs. The left panel shows the groups with
long vowels whereas the right panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists.
Figure 4. In the box plots, the Y axis represents the average correct score for the test and retest trials
and the X axis represents the CGs (final phonemes). The left panel shows the groups with long
vowels whereas the right panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent CGs that
was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the hard lists.
Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists.
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Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List.
A-CAPT Lists
Easy List Hard List
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel
/su
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/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nine males and seven females. All children were 
screened at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were presented at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r/ j d /na
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l ng vowel  whereas the right panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent 
CG  that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy ist Hard List 
Long Vo el t l o g o el Short o el 
suːr/ /j /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ s d/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/da r/ /xatˤ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤa r/ /natˤ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ  /diːn/ /dam/ 
su s/ x tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qa l/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were rec uited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixt en children aged betw en five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nin  males and seven females. All children were 
screened at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing sc ee ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materi ls were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants were ins ructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listene  to th  stimuli over Sennheis r HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown n the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphically represent d the presented word. The lists were presented at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child r ached the maximum score. The four different 
presentati n levels were used t  p out the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
i g he volume to h  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
s/
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long vowels whereas the right panel show  the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent 
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
L n  l Short Vowel Long Vowel Short owel 
/s ː / /jad/ /naːs/ /   ħ   ar/ 
/du r /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ ˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
su q/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl  mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were r cruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Je dah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixt en children aged betw en five and eleven years (mean age = 8. 3 years) par-
ticipated in th  valid tion of this phase, nine males and seven females. All children were 
scr ened at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All childr n pa sed he ring scr ening nd none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Exper ments were conducted n a quiet r om in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
th  pa ticipant’s home. Th  noise fl or was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or le s than 40 dBA. Th  test materials were delivered via a computer ru ning a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants w re instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
list ned t  the stimuli ov r Se nheiser HD 650 headphones and selected the co respond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s scr en that visually and ortho-
graphically repres nted the presented word. The lists were presented at four di ferent 
l vels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, th  increasing the volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four di ferent 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function (performance by 
lev l) so that he most a propriate presentation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This psychometric fu ction c uld also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reli bility and critical di ference calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the fl or or ceili g of the pe formance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the volume to the ext level with a ten-minutes break in betw en; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning e fect. 
ar/
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows the group  with short vow ls. W ite boxes repres nt 
CGs that was included in th  easy list and grey bo es represen CGs that wa  i cluded in th  
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ /ja / /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/d ːr/ /sa / /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /ya / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕa / 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liː / /fa / 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiː / /ka / 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/s ːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaː ʒ/ /bar/ 
/s ːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ / aːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipate  in the validatio  of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  pure-to e au iometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in Ki g Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a comp ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and rthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Senn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the c rrespond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were presente  at four differe t 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function ( erf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test rese tati  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differe ce calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performa ce range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r /
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long vowel  w reas the right panel hows gr ups with shor  vowels. White boxes represent 
CGs that was included in th  easy list and gr y bo es represent CGs that wa  included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy  Hard List 
Long o el rt el Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ /j / /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/ ːr/ /s / /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ ya / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /x d  /baːs/ /mar/ 
/na r/ /batˤ /tˤiːn/ /ʕa / 
/daːr /xatˤ/ /liː / /fa / 
/tˤa r/ /natˤ /tiː / /ka / 
/ħa r/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ x tˤ/ / aːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/s ː / /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal / aːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qa l/ / z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were rec uite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixt en chil ren aged betw e  five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipate  in the validatio  of this phase, nin  ales and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  pure-to e au iometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing sc eening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experime ts were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materi ls were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, w response options and record responses. The ar-
ticipants were ins ructe  to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent th  presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listene  to th  stimuli over Senn eis r HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphically r present d the presented word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child ac ed the maximum score. The four different 
presentati n levels were used t  p out the psychometric function (perf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test rese tati  could be 
established. This s chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differe ce calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceili g f the perf rma ce range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
g the volume to th  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
nu
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows the groups wi h sh rt vow ls. Whit  boxe  r present
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey bo es represent t  CGs that was included in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes represent CGs that were exclude  from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad/ /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /ya / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /ka / 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using pure-to e au iometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a comp ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Senn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the c rrespond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were presente  at four differe t 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance y 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test rese tatio  could be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations f r a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r /y d /da
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l ng vowel  whereas the righ  panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes r present 
CG tha  was included in the easy list and grey bo es represent the CGs that was included in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ s d  /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /y / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/da r/ xatˤ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤa r/ /natˤ /tiːn/ /ka / 
/ħaːr/ matˤ /diːn/ /dam/ 
su s/ x tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ / a z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were rec uited via advert at Ki g Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixt en chil ren aged betw en five and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nin males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing sc ee ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or l ss than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivere  via a com uter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants were ins ructe  to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically re resent the presented word. Eac  participant was tested individually; the child 
listene  to th  stimuli over Senn eis r HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing ict re out of four choices shown n the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
graphically represent d the prese ted word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then i creasing the volu e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
pr sentati n levels were used t  p out the psych metric function (performance by 
level) so that t e most a propriate presentation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This sychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations for a performance level that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
i g he v lume to he next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
s/ j
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long vowels whereas the right panel hows th group  with hort vowels. Whit  box repres nt
CGs that was included in the easy list an  grey boxes r present the CGs t at wa  include  in the
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad/ /naːs/ /   ħ    ar/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /b r/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /j r/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /f m/ 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħ ːb/ /b r / 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħ ːd/ /b tˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jedd h, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nine males and seven femal s. All children were 
screened at 20 dB HL using pu -tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were condu ted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s hom . The noise floor was measured using a sound l vel m t r to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record res ons s. T e par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictu es that visu ll  a d orthograph-
ically represent the prese te  word. Each participant was tested indivi ually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones and selected th  c rrespond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visu ll  and ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were present d at four different 
levels starting at soft level 4  dB SPL, then increasing the volum  by 10 dB SPL incre ents 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reach d the maximum sco . The four differe t 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that the most appropriate presentati n level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical diffe ence calculations f r a perform nce level that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of the performance range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes br ak in between; or er of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
u
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows th groups with short vowel . White boxes repres nt 
CGs that as i clud d in th easy list and grey bo es represen CGs that wa  included in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes r present CGs that were exclude  from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were develope , an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short  Long Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ ja / /na    ː   s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ y / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /x d/ /baːs /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn /ʕa / 
/daːr/ /xatˤ  /liː /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ /tiː / /ka / 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ /diːn /dam/ 
/s ːs/ / atˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd  xas/ / aːb / ard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ aːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr /barq/ 
aːs/ / a t/ tˤiː / / ab/ 
/q ːl/ /mawz/ tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn / am/ 
/qaːd/ /ma /tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n were recruit  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz Univ rsity in J ddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixte n ch l re  aged between fiv  and leven years (me n age = 8.33 years) par-
cipated in t e validatio  of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  pur -to  u iometry at frequencies 0 5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All child n passed hearing screening and none w re reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were c nducted in a quiet room i  Ki g Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the partic pant’s home. The nois  floor was measur d using a sound lev l meter to be 
equal or les  than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a comp ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how sponse option  and record responses. The par-
icipants were instruct d to select one out of four pictur s that visually and rthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was t sted individually; the child 
list ned to the stimuli over S nn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the c rrespond-
ing pi ture ut of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphic lly represented t  pre ented word. The lists were p sente  at four different 
levels st rting at soft lev l 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol  by 10 dB SPL increm nts 
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) until the child rea hed t  maximum score. The four different 
pr sentation levels wer  used t  map o t the psychometric function ( erf rmance y 
level) so that th  most appropriate presen ation level for future test rese t ti  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric f nction could also be used to find a present tion level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical differe c  c lculations for a p rformanc  l vel that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g of the performa ce range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a t n-mi ut s break in bet en; ord r of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
r /x ba
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Table 2. Two lists were eveloped, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ ja / /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ /sad /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ː /y / /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ b tˤ/ /tˤiː / /ʕa / 
/daːr/ xatˤ/ /liː / /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ n tˤ/ /tiː / /ka / 
/ aːr/ matˤ /diːn/ /dam/ 
s ːs/ /xatˤ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ x l/ / aːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /x d/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaː / /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were rec u ed via a vert t King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged betw en five and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validatio  of this phase, nin males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using pure-to e audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All child en asse  hearing sc ee ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quie room in King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participan ’s h m . The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or l ss tha  40 dBA. The test materials were delivere  via a com uter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants we e instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically re resent the presente  word. Ea  participant was tested individually; the child 
listene  to th  timuli over Senn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing pict r  out of four cho ces shown n the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
graphically represented the prese ted word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then i creasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
pr sentati n levels were used to ap out the psych metric function (performance y 
level) so that t e most a propriate presentation level for future test resentation could be 
established. This s chom tric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re- st r iability and critical differe ce calculations for a performance level that was 
no  at the fl or or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
i g he v lume to he next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
s /mar/
na
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CGs tha  was included in the easy list and grey bo es represen  the CGs that was included in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes r present CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad/ /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /ya / /daːs/ /j r/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕa / 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /ka / 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/s ːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaː ʒ/ /b r/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
/qaːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ / a z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at Ki g Abdul-Aziz Univ rsity in J ddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleve  years (me n age = 8.33 ye rs) par-
ticipated in the vali ation of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil r n were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in Ki g Abdul-Aziz Univ rsity or t 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound lev l meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivere  via a com ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants ere instructed to select one out of four pictur s that visually and rthograph-
ically represent the presente  word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Senn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the c rrespond-
ing icture out of four choices shown on the computer’s scr en that visually an  ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were pres nte  at four different 
levels starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the volu e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maxi um scor . The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance by 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a present tion level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference c lculations f r a p rformanc  level that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next level with a ten-minut s break in betw en; ord r of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
/ t
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Table 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Name Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic Lexical Neighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 




SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this test was conducted in three 
main steps (Figure 1). The first step was the development of the materials; followed by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the process of development and evaluation of the test. 
2.1. Materials 
T  velop t e A-CAPT, we stabli h an inv ntory f 120 monosyllabic words 
found in Arabic children’s books and commonly used in everyday life that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years and older. We arranged the words in groups of 
four Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were grouped based on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore used a clo ed-set four-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Sinc  not all the 
w rds in the inventory c ul  fit into groups f four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used nd we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
wor s, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar words that differed in either the initial (e.g., d/, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad ) o  final phoneme (e.g., xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /x d ). The groups were divided equally /t
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Figure 1. Summary f th  process of development and evaluation of the test. 
2.1. Materials 
To evelop h  A-CAPT, we est blished a  inv ntory of 120 monosyllabic words 
fou  in Arabic chil ren’s books and commonly used in veryday life that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years an older. We arranged the words in groups of 
fo r Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were grouped based on their con onant nvironm nts, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confusable w rds. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed o ly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore sed a closed set four-alt rnative-forced-cho ce test paradigm. Since not all the 
words in the ventory could fit into groups f four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, th ee words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiː /, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar words tha  differed in either the initial (e.g., /jad/, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad/) or fin l phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally i
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l ng vow l  whereas the righ  pa e  hows th  groups with short vowels. White boxes r present
CG tha  was included in the ea y list and grey bo es represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. D tted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Lo g Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ ja  /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/duːr/ sa /m ːs/ /b r/ 
/n ːr/ /y / /d ː / /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ x d  /baːs/ /mar/ 
/n ːr/ b tˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕ / 
/d ːr/ x tˤ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ /tiːn/ /k / 
/ħaːr/ m tˤ /diːn/ /dam/ 
ːs/ x tˤ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ / s/ /ħ ːb/ /bard/ 
/ ːr/ / l/ /ħaːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq/ /x d/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ ːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ / a z/ /tˤiːħ/ / af/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ mar /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were rec uit d via advert t King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged betw en fiv  and eleve  years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ti ipat d in the validatio  of this phase, nin males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 B HL using pur -to e audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children assed hearing sc ee ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experi ents were conducted in a quie room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The nois  floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or l ss than 40 dBA. The t t materials were delivere  via a com uter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instruct d to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically re resent the presented word. Ea  participant was tested individually; the child 
listene  to th  stimuli over S nn eis r HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing ict re out of four choices shown n the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
graphically represent d the prese ted word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels st rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then i cr asing the volu e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
pr sentati n levels were used t  p out the psych metric function (performance y 
level) so that t e most propriate presentation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This ps cho etri  function could also be u ed to find a presentation level for 
test r - est reliability and critical difference c lculations for a performan  l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance rang . Each test was run twice before increas-
ing he v lume to he next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
n
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent 
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. T o lists ere developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
-   
as  ist ar  ist 
L ng Vowel Short Vowel Long V wel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad/ / a   ː  s/ /ħar/
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ ːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ / ar/ 
/ ːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /   ʕ    am/ 
/ r /xatˤ/ /li n/ /fam/ 
/tˤ r /n tˤ/ /tiːn/ /k m/ 
ħ ːr /matˤ/ /diːn/ /d m/ 
suːs /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr  / rq/ 
/q ːs/ mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/q ːl m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
q m/ / wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
q d  /mar  /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
A ab a. Sixteen children aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nine males and seven females. All children were 
screened at 20 dB HL u ng pure-ton audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children pass d he ring screening an  non  were r ported to have learning disabili-
tie . 
Tec nical Deliv ry 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab scr pt o p esent stimuli, show response options and record respons s. The p r-
tici nts were instr cted to sel ct one t of four pictures that visually a d o thograph-
ically repres nt the presented wo d. Each participant was tested i ividually; the child 
lis n d to the stimuli ov r Se nheiser HD 650 headphones and selected th  correspond-
ng pic u  ou  of four ch ic s sh wn on the compute ’  scre n th t visually and ort o-
graphically repres n th  prese ted w rd. The lists were presented at f ur different 
lev ls star i g at s ft l l 40 dB SPL, the  increasing the volume by 10 B SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until t  child reached the maximum score. The fou  different 
pres n a ion lev ls wer  used t  map out the psychometric func ion (performance by 
l vel) so that th  mo t appropriate p sentation level for future test presentation could be 
establishe . Thi  psychometric f tion could also be used to find a presentation lev l for 
t st re-test eli bility and critical differ nce calculations fo  a performanc  level that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of th  p rformance range. Each test was run twic  before increas-
i g th  v lum  to he next l vel with a ten-mi utes break in be ween; order of w rds was 
a er d to min mize learni g e fect.
m/
da
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows th groups with short vow ls. White boxes r pres nt
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey bo es represen  t  CGs that wa  included in the 
hard lists. D tted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ /j / /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/duːr/ /s d/ /m ːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /y / /d ːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /x d/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/n ːr/ /b tˤ/ /tˤiː / /ʕ / 
/d ːr/ /x tˤ/ /liː / /f m/ 
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ /tiː / /k / 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ / s/ / ːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /x d/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ ːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ / b/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ ːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / m/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged between five and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validatio  of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using pur -to e au iometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments wer  conducted in a quiet room in Ki g Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participant’s home. The nois  floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mat rials were delivered via a comp ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instruct d to select one out of four pictures that visually and rthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over S nn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the c rrespond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
graphic lly represent d the presented word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels st rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then incr asing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance y 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test r s tati  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differe  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performa ce range. Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r /x t
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2.1. Materials 
To d velop t  A-CAPT, we stablished an inv tory of 120 monosyllabic words 
found in Arabic children’s book  and commonly u ed in veryday life that are f miliar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged fiv  years and older. We arranged the words in grou s f 
four Arabic meanin ful mon syllabic CVC r CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were gr uped based on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confus ble words. Th se confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed nly in the first or final phonem . The test 
therefore us d a clo ed-set four-alternative-force -choice test paradigm. Sinc  not all the 
w rds in the inventor  could fit into groups f f ur minimally co trastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used nd we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
wor s, three words (/bat     ˤ    /, /tˤiːn/, /bar , were pr s nted in two CGs). Each CG 
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Participants 
Children were recru d via a vert t K g Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
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ticipated in the alidation of this phase, nine males and seven females. All children were 
screene at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children ass hearing scree ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
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Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or l ss than 40 dBA. The t st materials were delivere  via a com uter running a 
MatLab script to p sent stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four ictures that visually and orthograph-
ically re resent the presente  word. Ea  participant was tested individually; the chil  
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main steps (Figure 1). The first st p was th  development of the materials; followed by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the process of developm nt and v luation of the test. 
2.1. Materials 
To dev lop the A-CAPT, we est blis d a  inventory of 120 mon yllabic wor s 
f und i  Arabic chil ren’s books and commonly used in everyday l fe that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years a d older. We arranged the words in groups of 
four Arabic meaningful mo osyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ ly in one pho-
neme. Words were grouped based o  their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar w rds differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore used a closed-set four-alt rnati e-f rced-choice test paradigm. Since not ll the 
words in the inventory c uld fit into groups of four minimally contr stive ords with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs co sisting of 80 
words, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar wor s that differed in ither the initial (e.g., /ja /, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally a
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/qaːl/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ ːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / m/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partic pants
Childr n were recruite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and el ve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validatio  of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL usi g pu -to e u iometry at f equ cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children pa sed h aring screening and non we  reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments wer  conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participant’s home. The nois  floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mat rials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions a d re or  responses. The par-
ticipants were instruct d to select one out of four picture  that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over S nn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s scre  that visually an  ortho-
graphically represent d the presented word. The lists were presente  at four different 
levels st rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then incr asing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reach d the maximum score. The f ur different 
presentation levels were used to map out th  p yc metric function (performance y 
level) o that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test r t ti  could be 
established. This ps chometri  function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differen  c lculations for a pe formance l vel th t as 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in betwee ; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
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Arabic-sp aking children aged five years and older. We arr nged the w rds in grou s f 
four Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC r CVCC ords that differ only in one pho-
n me. Words w re grouped based  their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a gro p with th ee ot r confusable words. These confusio  groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed nly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore us d a clo ed-set four-a ternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
w r s n the inventor  c ld f t nto groups of four minimally cont astive words with 
simila  phoneme , only 77 w rds were used and e produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, three words ( t     ˤ    /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
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Table 2. Two lists w re developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
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/s ːr/ /j d/ /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/d ːr/ /s / /m ːs/ /bar/ 
/n ːr/ /ya / ːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
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/q ːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ ːm/ /ma ʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / m/ 
/qaːd/ /m r/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n were recruit d via a vert t K ng Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixte n chil re  aged betwe n fiv  and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validatio  of this phase, nine males and seven females. All chil ren were 
sc ene at 20 dB HL using p r -to e u iometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children as hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ti s. 
Technical D livery 
Experiments wer  conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the p rticipant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The t st mat rials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to p sent stimuli, show response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants wer  instruct d to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically re resent the presente  word. Ea  participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the timuli over S nn eiser HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing pict r  out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually an  ortho-
grap ic lly rep sent d he presented word. The lists were presente  at four different 
level  st rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then i cr asing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child r ached the maximum score. The four different 
presentati n l vels were used to map out the psych metric function (performance y 
leve ) so that t e ost ppropri e presentation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
est blish d. This ps cho tric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test r -test reliability and critical differe  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th p rforma ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next lev l with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
n ka /
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/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz Unive sity in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged between five and eleven ye rs (mean age = 8.33 y ars) p r-
ticipated in the validation of this phase, nin males an  seven femal s. All children  
screened at 20 dB HL using pu -tone audiometry at fr quencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed h aring scr ening and none were reported to hav  earn ng disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were condu ted in a q iet room i  King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participant’s hom . The noise floor was measured using a sound l vel m t r to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record r s onses. T e par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictu es that visually d orthogra h-
ically represent the pres te  word. Each participant was tested indivi ually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones and selected th  corresp nd-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were pres nted at four different 
levels starting at soft level 4  dB SPL, then increasing the volum  by 10 dB SPL incre ents 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reach d the maximum score. The f r differe t 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that the most appropriate presentati n level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical diffe ence calculations for a performanc  level that as 
not at the floor or ceiling of the perfor ance range. Each test was ru  twice befor  increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-mi utes br ak in between; order of words w s 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
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Partic pants
Childr n were recruite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixteen ch l re  aged between fiv  and eleve  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
cipat d n t e validation of this phas , nine males and s ve  females. All hil ren were
screene  at 20 dB HL using p r -to  au iom try t frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All child n passed h aring screening nd non  w  reported to have l arning dis bili-
ties. 
Technical D livery 
Experime ts wer c nducted in a quiet room i  King Abd l-Aziz Univ rsity r at 
the artic pant’s h me. The nois  floor was measur d using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The t st mat ri ls were deliv r d via a com ut r running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions a d r or  responses. T  par-
icipants were instruct d to select one out of four pictures that visually and ort ograph-
ically represent the presente  word. Each participant was t sted individually; the child 
list ned to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 h adp nes and selected the correspo d-
ing p ture ut of four choices shown on th  comput r’s scre  t at visually an  orth -
graphically represent d the pre ent d word. Th  list  were sente  at four diff rent 
levels st rting a  soft lev l 40 dB SPL, the  increasing the v l  by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) until the c ild rea h d t  maximum scor . The f ur diff rent 
p sentation levels were used t  map out th  p yc etric functio  (p rformance y 
level) so that t  most appropriate presen ation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
established. This ps chometric f nction could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differenc  c lculations for a performance l vel th t was 
ot at the floor or ceili g of the performa ce rang . Each test was run twic  before increas-
ing h  volume to the next level with a t n-mi utes b eak in bet ee ; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
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sc eene at 20 dB HL usi  p re-to  u iometry at freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All child n as  he ring scree ing nd none w re r po t  to h ve learning disabili-
tie . 
Technical D livery 
Experim n s were onducted in a quie  room in King Ab ul-Aziz University r at 
the articipant’s h m . T e noise floor w s measured u ing a sound level meter to be 
equ l or l ss tha 40 dBA. The test mat rials wer  deliver d via a computer running a 
MatLab sc ipt to pres nt stimuli, show r sponse options and r cord responses. Th  ar-
ticipants we e instructed to s lect one out of four pictures that vi ually and orthograph-
ically re resent the pr s te  w rd. Ea  partici ant was ested individually; the hild 
list ned to the ti uli over S nn ise  HD 650 h adph nes and s lect d the c rrespond-
ing p ct r  out f four cho ces sh wn n the comput r’  scree  that visually a d orth -
graphically pres nt d the prese ted word. The lists were r sente  at four different 
levels s rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, the  i c easing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the c il  r ac d the m ximum score. Th  f ur diff rent 
presentati n levels w re used to ap out the psychometric function (performance y 
leve ) so that the most a propriate presentation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
est blished. This ps cho tric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re- st reliability nd critical differen  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
ot at the floor or eili g of the p rforma ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to th  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
n da /
su
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long vowe s whereas the righ  anel shows th  groups with short vow ls. Whit  boxes r present 
CGs tha  was includ d in th  easy list and grey bo es represent the CGs that was include  in the 
hard lists. D tted boxes represent CGs that were excluded f m the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an ea y List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
su /jad/ /na    ː   s/ /ħar/ 
d r s d /ma
n ːr /y  d s j / 
ħ /xad/ b s/ m r
na r b tˤ tˤiː ʕ
d r /x tˤ/ li n/ fam
tˤ r /natˤ/ tiːn/ /k / 
/ħaːr/ / atˤ/ d d
s s/ xatˤ  ħ ʒ/ b r  
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ / al/ /ħaːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ / wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /k f/ 
/qaːm/ /ma dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partici ants 
Children were recruited via advert at Ki g Abdu -Aziz Univ rsity in J ddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleve  years (me n age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the vali ation of this phase, nin  ales a d seven fe ales. All hil ren wer  
screene  at 20 dB HL using p r -tone udiometry at freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening nd none w re repo ted to have l arning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were cond cted in a quiet r om in Ki g Abd l-Aziz U iversity r at 
the articipant’s hom . T noi  floor was measured using a sound l v l me r to be
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materia s w re deli ere  via a com ter runni g a
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tio s an  record respons s. The par-
ticipa s ere instruct d to select one out of four pictur s that visually an thograph-
ically represent the presented w rd. Each participan  was tested individu lly; th  child
li ened to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 headphones and select d the c rrespond-
ing ic ure out of four choices sho n o  the computer’s scr e  th t visua ly a  orth -
graphically repres nted the presented word. The lists we e r se e  at fou  different
levels starting a  soft level 40 dB SPL, th  increasing the volu e by 10 dB SPL increm t
(50, 60, nd 70 dB SPL) u til the c ild reached t e maxi um sco . Th  ur different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych etric function ( erformance by 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be us d to find a present tion level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference c lculations for a p rformanc  l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next lev l with a ten-minut s break in betw en; ord r of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
s x t
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able 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Name Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic Lexical eighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognitio  test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 
12 year old children and 
above 
er  Sta ar  ra-
ic 
SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this t st was conducted in thre  
main steps (Figur  1). Th  first st p was the development of the materials; follow  by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the process of development and evaluation of the test. 
2.1. Materials 
To velop th  A-CAPT, we establis  a  inv tory f 120 monosyllabic words 
found in Arabic children’s books and commonly used in everyday lif  that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years and older. We arranged the words in groups f 
four Arabic meanin ful monosyllabic CVC r CVCC words that differ only in on  pho-
neme. Words were grouped bas d on their conson nt environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed nly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore used a clo ed-set four-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
w r s in the inventory c uld fit into groups f four minimally contrastive words with 
simila phonemes, only 77 words were used n we produc d 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar wor s that differed in either the initial (e.g., /j /, /sa /, /yad/, 
/xad ) o  final phoneme (e.g., xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, x d ). The groups were divided equally /
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l ng vow s wher as the righ pa el ho s th  group  w t  hort vowels. Whit  box  represent
CGs hat w s i clud d in the e y list an gr y boxes r prese t t e CGs that was i cluded in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes epre ent CGs that were exclud  fr m the fin l word li ts. 
Tab e 2. Two lists were develop , an easy List nd a hard List. 
A-CAPT ists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Long Short Vowel 
/suːr/ j d  n ːs  /   ħ    a / 
/duːr/ /sa  / ːs/ /b r/ 
/nuːr/ /y / /d ːs/ /j r/ 
/ħuːr  x d/ ːs/ /m r  
/naːr/ /b tˤ  tˤiːn  /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ /x tˤ liːn  /fam  
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ tiːn  /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /m tˤ/ diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /x tˤ  /ħaːdʒ  /b r/ 
/suːd x s/ /ħ ːb /bar / 
/suːr/ /x l  ħ ːd/ b tˤ/ 
/suːq/ x d/ /ħ ːr /barq  
qaːs/ /mawt/ tˤiː / /kab/ 
/q ːl/ mawz/ tˤiːħ/ kaf/ 
/q ːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /ma /tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruit d via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jedd h, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixte  childr  ag d between fiv  and leven yea  (m an age = 8.33 y ars) par-
cipated in t e validation of this phase, nine males a d seven femal s. All children were 
sc eened at 20 dB HL using p re-to  audi metry at fr que cies 0 5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All child n passed hearing scre ni g a d no e were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experime ts wer nd ct d in a quiet ro  in King Abdul-Aziz Univer ity or a  
the participant’s hom noi e floo w s m asured usi g a sound l vel m t  to be 
qual or les  than 40 dBA. The  materia s w re live d vi  a com uter ru ning a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how p nse option an  rec rd res onses. T e par-
ticipants e e instr cted to s lect o e out of f ur ictures th t visually and rthograph-
ically represent the pre ent  word. Each p rticipa t was t ted ndividually; the child 
list ned to the stimuli over Sennh iser HD 650 h adpho es and sele ted th  correspo -
i g picture ut of four choic s hown on h  comput r’s scr  th t visually and ortho-
graphically represented pr nted word. The lists w  p nted at four different 
levels starting at soft lev l 4  dB SPL, th n increasing t  v lu  by 10 dB SPL incre nts 
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) u til he child r ach d t e maxi um scor . The f ur differe t 
presentati n levels wer  u d t  map o t the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that th  mos  ppr pri te presen ati n l vel or futur  test presentation c uld be 
established. This psycho etric f nction could also be us d to find a presentation level for 
test r -t st reliability and cri ical difference calculations  a p rformance level that as 
ot a  th  floor or ceiling of th  perfor ance range. Each test was run twice b fore increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a t n-mi utes br ak in bet een; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
a
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l ng vo ls wher as the rig t a el hows th  groups with short vowe s. Wh te boxes r present 
CGs t  was includ d in the ea y l st and grey bo e  represent the CGs that was included in the
h rd lists. D tted boxes p e nt CGs that were exclu ed fr t e final word lists. 
Table 2. Two list  w re devel pe , an easy List and  hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel rt l Long  Short Vowel 
/suːr/ jad/ /na    ː  s/ ħ r/ 
/d ːr/ sad/ m ːs/ /b r/ 
/n ːr/ y / /d ː / /j r/ 
/ħuːr/ /x d/ baːs/ /m r/ 
/n ːr/ tˤ/ tˤiː /ʕ / 
/daːr/ /x tˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤ ːr/ n tˤ /tiːn/ /ka
ħ r/ tˤ/ / iːn/ /da / 
/ ːs/ /x tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ x s/ ħ ːb /bard/ 
/ ːr/ l/ /ħaːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq/ x d/ /ħ ːr/ /barq/ 
aːs/ / wt/ tˤiː /kab/ 
/qaːl/ / a z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /ma dʒ/ tˤiːn  /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /m r tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Ch ldren w e recru d via a vert t Ki g Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixte n ch ldre  aged between five and eleven years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ipat d n t  vali ation of this phas , nine males and seve  females. All chil en were 
cr ne  at 20 dB HL usi g p r -ton  udiometry at freq encies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All child n ass  he ring scr ing and none w re report  to h ve learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical D livery 
Expe i e s were n cted i  a quie ro  i  Ki g Ab ul-Aziz University  at 
the art c pant’s hom . The nois  floor as measur d using a sou d level meter to be 
equa  or l ss th n 40 dBA. The te t mater als were delivere  via a com uter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and record responses. The par-
icipa ts were instr ct d to selec  one out of four pi tures hat visually and orthograph-
ically r presen  the present  word. Ea partici ant was t st d individu lly; the child 
ist ne  to the t uli over S nn eiser HD 650 h adphon s and selected the correspond-
ing r ut f four cho es shown  the computer’ sc een that visual y an  or ho-
graphically r present d he pre ented word. Th  lists were p se te  at four d ffe nt 
levels t rting a  s f  l v l 40 dB SPL, then increasing th  volu  by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, nd 70 B SPL) u til th  hil  r a hed the maximum score. The four different 
p sentati n levels were used t  ap out the psych metric function (performance y 
leve ) so that t  most propri te presen ation level for future test presentation could be 
est blished. This ps cho tri  f nction could also be u ed to find a presentation level for 
test re- est reliability and critical difference c lculations for a performan e l vel that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g of th  p rformance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing h v lume to the next level with a t n-mi utes b eak in bet een; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
d
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long vowels whereas the right panel shows the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent 
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes represent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Tw  lists r  developed, an ea y List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vo l L g Vowel Short Vow l 
/suːr/ /ja / /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr  /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /   ʕ   am/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /f / 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /ka / 
ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /da / 
suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːd   ʒ     / /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ a z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
qaːm/ dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ / ar /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Child en were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged betwe n five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticip t d in the val ation of this phase, nine males and seven fem les. All children were 
scr n t 20 dB HL using pure-ton audio etry t frequ ci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 n  4.0 kHz. 
All chil ren pass  hearing s ree ing and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ti s. 
T nical Deliv ry 
Experim n s w e conducted a qu et room in King Ab ul-Az z Univ rsity o  at 
th  particip t’s home. The ois  floor was m asured u i g  sound evel m ter to be 
equ l or less tha  4 dBA. The te t mat rials ere eli red vi  a computer running a 
M tLab scrip o pr se t stimuli, show respons options an record res onses. The p r-
ticip nts were i structed to s l ct  out f fou  ictur s that visually a d o thograph-
ically rep se t th  pres nte  word. E c  partici ant w s tested individually; t child 
listen d to the stimuli over Sennheis r HD 650 he dphones n  electe  the corr spon -
ing icture ou  of four choices shown the computer’s scre n that s  and rtho-
gra hically repr sent d the presented w rd. The lists wer  pres n t four ifferent 
levels sta ti g at sof  level 40 dB SPL, then incre sing the volum  by 10 B SPL i crem ts 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until th  child re ched the maximu  cor . The four di f rent 
pr sentation evels were used to map out the psyc ometric function (performanc  by 
l v l) so that t  most ppropriate pres ntation level for future test presentation could be 
establis ed. This psy h m tric fu ction coul  also be used to fin  a presentation lev l for 
test r -t st r li bility nd cri ical differe c  c lculations for a p rformance level that was 
n t t t  fl or or ceiling of the p rformance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
i  the volum  to th  ext l v ith  t n-min tes break in between; order of words was 
al er  to i imize learning effect.
b r
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long vowels whereas th  righ anel hows th  groups with hort vowels. Whi e box s r pres nt
CGs that was included in th  easy list an  grey bo es repr sent e CGs that was include  in the 
hard lists. D tt d boxes repr se  CGs that were excluded f om the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were develope , an easy List a d a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/ ːr/ /ja / /na       s/ ħ / 
/d ːr/ /sad/ m ːs/ /bar/ 
/n / /y  d ːs /j / 
/ħ ː / / b s /m r/ 
/n ːr/ /b tˤ/ /tˤi /ʕa / 
/d ːr/ /x tˤ/ liː  fam/ 
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ iːn
ħ r/ / tˤ/ /diː / /d / 
s ːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ b r/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ / l/ /ħaːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ aːs/ /m t/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ / aw / /tˤiːħ/ / f/ 
/qaːm/ /ma dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
P ticipants 
Children w e recruited via advert at King Abdul-Az z University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged between five and eleven years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in th  validatio  of this phase, nin  ales a d seven fe ales. All hil ren wer  
scree e  at 20 dB HL using p r -to e u iometry a  freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All c ildren passed hearing c ening nd none w re repo ted to have l arning disabili-
ties. 
T chnica  D liv ry 
Experim nts wer onducted in a quiet roo  in Ki  Ab ul-Aziz Univ rsity or at 
the articipant’s hom . T  nois  floor as m asured using a sound level met r to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mater als were del vere  via a com ter running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response o tions and rec r  respons s. Th par-
ticipa s were instruct d to select on  out of four p ures at visually and rthograph-
ically represent the presente  word. Each participant was t ste  individu lly; th  child
li en d to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 he dphones nd selected c respond-
i g picture ut of four choices shown o  the computer’s screen that visual y an  ortho-
grap ically represent d the presented word. Th  lis s were res te at f ur d ff re t 
lev ls starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then incr asing the vol  by 10 dB SPL incre ents 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child reached the max mum score. The our different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance y 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference c lculations for a performanc  l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance range. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
d s
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long vow ls w ereas the right a l sho s t  gr up ith hort vow ls. Whit boxes repr sen  
CG  that wa includ d i  th  y lis a d gr y b x r pr sen  t  CGs that w s incl ded in th  
hard lists. Do ted boxes repr s nt CGs t at wer  xc ud from t e f al word lists. 
Table 2. Two li ts wer  developed, an easy List nd a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Shor  Vowel L ng Vowel Shor  Vowel
uːr /j / /n ːs/ /       ar/ 
duːr/ / a ːs/ /bar/ 
nuːr/ /y d ːs/ /j r/ 
ħuːr  /x /b ːs/ m
n ːr/ /b tˤ/ /tˤiːn  ʕam/ 
d ːr/ /x tˤ  /liːn/ fa
tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ /tiː / ka / 
ħ ː matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
suːs/ /xatˤ/ / ː ʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas /ħaːb/ / ard/ 
suːr/ /xal /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
/q ːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/q ːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / am/ 
qaːd/ /mar/ / ˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n were rec uite  via ad ert at Kin  Abdul-Aziz University in Je d h, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children g  betw en fiv  nd eleven  (me n ag  = 8.33 years) par-
ti ipated in th  val da io  of this phase, nin  mal s and seven f males. All childre  were 
creened a  20 dB HL usi pu -ton  u i metry t fr q nci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All childr  passe h aring scr ning and no we e eport d to hav  l arning disabili-
ties. 
Technical D livery
Exp rim ts re c nd ct d in a qui t ro m in Ki g Abdul-Aziz Univ r ity r at 
the participant’s h me. e noi e floor w s measu d using a soun  lev l meter to  
eq al or l s th n 40 dBA. The test mat rials wer  el ve v  a comput r running a
MatLab s ript to pres t s imuli, show e ponse opti ns an r cord re ponses. The ar-
ticipants were instruc d to select on  out of f ur i u es th t visually d rthograph-
ically repr s nt the r s ted wo . Each p rtic pa  was teste  ndivi ually; the child
listened to the stimuli ove  Sen h i er HD 650 h adp es d s le ted th  cor es ond-
ing p cture out f f ur choi  hown o e com ut ’s sc e  th t visu lly and ortho-
graphic lly represent d the p esent d word. Th  lists ere pre e ted at four diff rent 
l ve s starting t soft lev l 40 dB SPL, then inc easing the v l  by 10 dB SPL incre nts 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) til the child rea d th  maximum score. Th  f ur diff rent 
pr senta ion l v ls w r  u d to map ut he psych metri  function (perf rmance by 
level) so that the most appropriate pres ta ion l vel for fut re test r s t ti  could be 
stablished. This psychom tric functi n could al o be used to find a presentation lev l f  
test e-test reliability and critical differe c  calculations for  performance lev l that as 
ot at the flo r or ceili  of th  perform ce rang . Each t st was ru  twice before incre s-
ing the volume to th  next level with a t n-mi utes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
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long vowel hereas the righ anel hows groups with sh t vow l . Whi e boxes repres nt 
CGs tha incl d in h asy list nd gr y b x s r p esent the CGs hat w s included in the 
h rd lists. Do ted box  p e ent CGs that w e exclude  from th  final w d lists. 
Table 2. Two list  were d vel pe , an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy Hard List 
 el Short o el Long Short Vowel 
ːr j d  /na        s/ ħ  
d r  s  m ːs/ / / 
n ː  y  d ːs  /j / 
ħ   b s  /m r  
n r  /b tˤ/ ˤ ːn ʕ m/ 
d ːr x tˤ  liːn/ /fam  
/tˤ ːr  n tˤ  iː   
/ r  tˤ  ː / /d  
su s/ x tˤ  / aːdʒ/ b r/ 
/suːd/ x s ħ ːb /bard/ 
suːr/ x l  /ħ ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
qa s/ /m wt/ tˤiː /kab/ 
/qa l/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm /m dʒ/ tˤiːn  / am/ 
/qaː /mar/ tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
P rtic p nts 
Childr n were r cruit  via advert at Kin  Abdul-Aziz University in Jedd h, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixt n ch ldre  age  betw fiv  and eleve  y ars (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
cipated n t vali ation of this phas , nine ales a  seven females. All children were
scr ened at 20 dB HL usi  p re-to  u iometry at fr que cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz.
All child  passed h aring screening d no e w re reported to have learning disabili-
tie . 
Technical Delivery
Exp rim ts ere nducted in a qui t room i  King Abdul-Aziz University r a  
the artic pant’s hom . T noi  floor w s measur d us ng a sound lev l meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mat ri ls were delivered via a c mput r running a 
MatLab scrip to pres nt stimul , ow response o tions and cord responses. The ar-
icipa  wer  in r ct  to select on  out of four pi tures that visually a d orth graph-
c l y re res n  th  pr s nt  word. Ea h parti ip nt was t ste  individu ly; the child 
li ne  to the sti uli over S nnh is  HD 650 h dphones nd elect d the c r spond-
i g p c ure ut of fo r choi s shown o  the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
gr p ic lly r pr s nt d th  pr t  word. The lists were p s ted at four diff rent 
levels starting a  soft l v l 40 dB SPL, th n i creasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL increm t  
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) til the child a d the maximum score. Th  f ur diff rent 
p s ntation levels were used t  p out the psychometric function (perf rmance by 
level) so that th  mo t a propriate pr s ation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
stablished. This sychometric f nction could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st r liability a d critical differe c  calculations for a performance level that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g f th  performa ce range. Each test was ru  twice before incre s-
g h  volume to th  next level with a t n-mi utes b eak in bet een; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
b d
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long vowels whereas the righ nel shows th g oup  with sh rt vo . Whi e boxes repr sent 
CGs that was includ d in th  ea y list and grey bo es repr s t CGs that wa  includ  in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes r present CGs that were excluded f m the fi l word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List nd a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
u / j / /na    ː    s/ /ħ  
d ːr/ /s d  m ːs  / / 
/n  /y d  d s/ j / 
ħ   b ːs  r/ 
n r  /b tˤ/ / ˤi n  ʕ  
/d ːr  /x tˤ/ liː  /fa  
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ i n/  
ħ r/ / atˤ  /diː  /d  
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħ ː ʒ/ /b r/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ aːs/ /m t/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /ma dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / am/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ / ˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants
Childr n were recruit  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in th  validatio  f this phase, nin  les a  seven fe ales. All chil ren w re 
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  p -to e u iom try a  frequ cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All children passed hearing scre ning nd n e w  o ed to have l arning dis bili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experim nts wer  conducted in a quiet room in King Abd l-Aziz Univ rsity r at 
the participant’s hom . T noi  floor w s m a red using a s und level me r to be
equal or less than 40 BA. The test mat ria s were deli ere  via a comp ter runni g 
MatLab script to present stimuli, sh w response options an  record respons s. The par-
ticipa s were instruct d to select on  out of four pictures that vi ually and thograph-
ically represent the pres nted w rd. Ea h participan  was teste  i dividu lly; the child
li en d to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 he dphones nd select d the c rrespond-
ing pic ure out f f r choices shown o  the computer’s creen that visua ly and ortho-
grap ic lly repres nt d the presented word. Th lists were pres e  at f u  diff rent 
lev ls st rting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol  by 10 dB SPL increment
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) til the child reac ed the maxi um sco e. Th  our different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function ( erf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test r s t ti  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical differe c  c lculations f r a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r l /
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long vow s w ereas th  righ a l ho s t gr up ith hort vow ls. Whit  box s pr sent
CGs that wa  i clud d i  the sy list a grey b s r pr sent the CGs that w s inclu ed in th
ha d lis s. Dot ed box s repr s nt CGs at were xc ud  from the f nal wor  lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long l Shor  o el L ng Vowel Shor  Vowel 
/ ːr  j d  /n ːs  /   ħ    ar/ 
/d ːr   aːs/ b r/ 
/n ːr/ /y d ːs/ /j r/ 
/ħuːr x b ːs/ /m r/ 
n ːr b tˤ /tˤiː / /ʕ m
/d ːr x tˤ /liːn/ /f m/ 
tˤ ːr natˤ /tiː /ka
ħ ːr/ m tˤ/ /diːn/ /dam
s ːs / tˤ/ /ħ ː ʒ/ /bar/ 
/s ːd/ / as/ / ːb/ /bar / 
/s ːr/ / l/ / ːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq  /x d /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ ːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ / ab/ 
/q ːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / am/ 
/qaːd mar/ / ˤiː / /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruit d via ad ert at King Abdul-Aziz University in J d h, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixte n chil ren g d betw en fiv  nd leve  years (me n age = 8.33 years) par-
i ipat  in th vali a ion of this pha e, nin mal s and even f mal . All chil ren w re 
screene  a 20 dB HL using pur -to  audi metry t fr q nci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All childr  passe  h ring scr ening a d non  were rep rt d to hav  l rning disabili-
tie . 
Technical Delivery 
Exp rime ts wer  c nd t d in a quiet ro m in Ki g Abdul-Aziz Univer ity  at 
the participant’s hom .  nois  floor was measu d using a sound l vel m t  to  
eq al or l  than 40 dBA. The test mat rials wer  d l ve  v  a com uter running a 
MatLab s ript to prese t imuli, show r pons  op i ns an cord re onse . T e par-
ticipants were instruc d to elect o  out of f r ic u es that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the r e t d wor . Each p rt c pa  was teste  indivi u lly; the child 
listened to the stimuli ove  S n iser HD 650 headpho es nd selected h  correspond-
ing p ctur  out of fou hoice  hown o  t  computer’s sc en th t visu lly an  ortho-
graphic lly repr se t d t e p sent d word. Th  lists e e pr e te  at four different 
l ve s st rting t soft level 4  dB SPL, then inc easing the v l  by 10 dB SPL incre ents 
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) until the child rea h d t  maximum scor . The f ur differe t 
presentati n l v ls wer  u d to map o t the psych metri  function (performance y 
level) so that t e most appropriat  pres ta i n l vel for future test resentation c uld be 
established. This ps hometric functi n could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test e-test reliability and cri cal diffe ence c lculations f r  performance l vel that was 
not at the flo  or ceili g of the perform nc  rang . Each t st was ru  twic  b fore increas-
ing the v lume to the nex  level with a ten-minutes br ak in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
a
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l ng vowe w ereas the right panel ho s gr ups with short vowel . Whi e boxes r pres nt
CG  that s incl in the asy list and g ey bo es rep ese t t  CGs that w s included in the 
har  lists. Dotted box  repre ent CGs that w e exclu e  from the fin l word lists. 
Table 2. Two list  were devel pe , an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy ist Hard List 
Long Vowel t l Long  Short Vowel 
/ j d /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/d r/ s d  /m s / / 
/n y d s/ /j / 
/ħ / / b ːs mar/ 
/n ːr/ b tˤ tˤiː / /ʕ
/d r x tˤ/ liːn/ /fa
tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ iːn/ / / 
r/ / atˤ / iː /d
s s/ tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /b r/ 
/s ːd/ as/ ːb /bar / 
/s ːr/ l / ːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħ ːr/ /barq/ 
aːs/ / t/ tˤiː / ab/ 
/qa l/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm /mawdʒ/ tˤiːn  / am/ 
/qaː / mar/ tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
Partic pants
Children were rec uited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in J ddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixt n ch ldre  aged b tw fiv  and el ven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
cip t n t vali tion of this phas , nin ales a  seve  females. All chil ren were
scr en  at 20 dB HL using pur -to  udiometry at freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All child passed h ring sc ee ing nd n  w r  reported to have learning disabili-
tie . 
Technical Delive y 
Experim ts w r c nd cted in a qui t r om i  King Abdul-Aziz Unive sity  at 
th  partic pa t’s hom . T noi  floor wa m asur d usi g a sound level meter to be
equal or less than 40 dBA. The t st mat ri ls were deli ere  via a com uter unning a
MatLab script to present stimuli, w response o tions and record respo ses. Th  par-
icipa s er in r cte to select on  out of four pictu es th t vi ually and thograph-
cal y represent the pr sent  w rd. Each participant was t ste  individu lly; th  child
li n  to th sti uli over Senn is r HD 650 h dphones nd sel ct d the c rrespond-
i g p ure ut of four choi s sh wn  the computer’s creen that visua ly an  ortho-
gr p ic lly repres nt d the pr e t  word. Th lists were p s e  at f u  different 
lev ls st rting a  soft l v l 40 dB SPL, th  i creasing the vol  by 10 dB SPL increment
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) u til t e child r a hed the maxi um score. The four different 
p esentati n levels were used t  p out the psych metric function (performance y 
level) so that t  most a propriate pr s n ation level for future test resentation could be 
established. This s chometric f nction could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test r liability a d critical difference c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g f the performance rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
i g h  v lume to h  next level with a t n-mi utes b eak in bet een; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
d t
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Table 1. Publish d speech tests validated with S udi-Arabic children. 
Name Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic Lexical Neighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Close -set sentence recognition 




SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this test was conducted in three 
main steps (Figure 1). The first step was the development of the materials; followed by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the process of development and evaluation of the test. 
2.1. M terials
To d velop t e A-CAPT,  established an inventory of 120 monosyllabic words 
fou d in Arabic children’s books and commonly used in everyday life that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years and older. We arranged the words in groups of 
four Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were grouped based on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with th ee other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containi g the four similar words differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore used a clo ed-set four-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
w r s i the inventory could fit into groups of four minimally contrastive words with 
simil r phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
wor s, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
containe  four similar words that differed in either the initial (e.g., /jad/, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally s
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long vowels whereas the righ nel shows the groups wi h sh t vo . W i  boxe repr sent
CGs that was includ d in th  ea y list and grey bo es repr sent he CGs that was included in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes r present CGs that ere excluded from the fin l word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ ja / /na    ː  s/ /ħ r/ 
/d r/ s / /m s / r/ 
/n /yad d s/ j / 
/ħ r/ / / /baːs  r/ 
/n ːr/ /b tˤ/ tˤi n/ /ʕam
/daːr /x tˤ/ liː / /fa
tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ iːn/ / / 
ħ r/ / atˤ diːn /da
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħ ː ʒ/ /b r/ 
/suːd/ / as/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ / l/ /ħaːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ aːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ / awz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ /ma dʒ/ / ˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children w re recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in J ddah, S udi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren age  between five and eleven years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validation of this phase, nin  ales a  seve fe al s. All chil ren were 
screene  at 20 dB HL using p r -to e udiom try a  freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children assed hearing screening nd n e w e re o ted to ha e l ar ing disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Expe im nts wer onduc d in a quiet o  in King Abd l Aziz Univ sity o  at 
the articipa ’s hom . The nois  floor a  m sured using a sound level me r to be 
qual or less than 40 dBA. The t st mater als w re delivere  via a com ter unni g  
MatLab script to p sent stimuli, show resp n e o tions an  record respons s. The par-
ticipa ts were instr ct d to elect on  out of four pi u es hat vi ually and rthog aph-
ically represent the presented w d. Each participan  was teste  i dividually; th  child 
li ten d to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 h dphones nd s lected th  c rrespond-
i g pic ure ut of four choices shown o  the computer’s creen th t visual y an  ortho-
grap ically represent d th  presented wo d. Th lists w re pres te  at f ur d ff r nt 
lev ls st rting at soft lev l 40 dB SPL, then incr asing the vol  by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til th  child reached the maxi um score. Th  our different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance y 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference c lculations f r a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of the performance rang . Each test was ru  twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
q
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long vowel whereas th  right a l sho s th group  ith short vow s. White boxes repr sent
CGs that a includ d i  th  asy li and grey b  epr sent CGs that w  i cluded n h  
h rd lists. D ted box s r pres nt CGs t at w re exclud  from th  final wor  lists. 
Table 2. Two li ts were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Shor  Vowel L ng Vowel Short Vowel 
uːr /j / /n ːs/ /   ħ    ar/ 
/duːr/ /s aːs/ /bar/ 
n ːr/ /ya /daːs/ /jar/ 
ħuːr  /x /baːs/ ma / 
n ːr/ /b tˤ/ /tˤiːn ʕa / 
daːr/ /x tˤ  /liːn/ /f m
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ /tiː / ka / 
ħ ː matˤ/ /diːn/ /d m/ 
suːs/ /x tˤ/ ħ ː ʒ/ /bar/ 
suːd/ /xas /ħaːb/ /bar / 
s ːr/ /xal / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
/ ːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ / ab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / am/ 
qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiː / /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n were recruit  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixtee  children ged betw en fiv  nd eleven  (me n ag  = 8.33 years) par
ti ip t d in th  val datio  of his pha e, nin  males an  sev n females. All h l ren were 
cre n  a  20 dB HL usi  -to u i metry t fr q ncies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All childr  passe h aring scre ing and n n we e ep rt d to hav  learn ng disabili-
tie . 
T chnical Delivery 
Exp rim ts re cond te  in a qui t room in Ki g Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the participan ’s h m . e noi  floor w s measu d using a sound l vel t r to b  
eq al or l s th n 40 dBA. Th  test mat rials wer d l ve d via a comput r r nning a 
Ma Lab s ript to prese t s imuli, show e ponse opti ns and r cor  re onses. T e par-
icipants wer  instr c d to select on out of f r ic u es th t visually d orthograph-
ical y repr sent the r s ted w r . Each partici an  was t ste  indivi ually; the child
listened to th  stimuli ove  S n i er HD 650 headp es d s le ted th  cor es ond-
ing p cture out f four choi h wn o e com ut ’s screen that visu lly and orth -
graphic lly r pr se t d the pr sented word. Th  lists ere pr e te  at four different 
l vels st rting t soft l v l 4  dB SPL, then increasing the v l  by 10 dB SPL incre ents 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child rea d th  maximum scor . The four different 
presenta ion l v ls w re us d to map out he psych etric function (perf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriat  prese tati n l vel for fut re test r s t ti  c uld be 
establ shed. This ps hom tric functi n could al o be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical diffe e ce c lculations for  performance lev l that was 
n t at the floor or ceili g of th  perfor c  rang . Each t st was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume o the next level with a ten-mi utes br ak in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
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long vowel whereas the right pan l sho s g oups w t  shor  vowe . White boxes repres nt 
CGs that s incl d d i  h asy ist and gr y bo es rep esent CGs that w  included in the 
h rd lists. D tted box s r present CGs that w e exclude  from the fin l d lists. 
Table 2. Two list  were velope , an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy Hard List 
 l Short o el Long  Short Vowel 
/ r j /na    ː   s/ ħ  
duː s / m ːs/ / r/ 
nuːr/ y / /d ːs /j r/ 
ħu r b s /mar
n ːr  /b tˤ/ n ʕ m/ 
d r x tˤ/ /l f / 
/tˤ r /n tˤ /t  
/ r tˤ/ / d / 
/suːs/ /x tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ x s ħ ːb /bard/ 
s r/ xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq /xad/ /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
a s  / t/ tˤiː / ab/ 
qaːl/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /m wdʒ/ tˤiːn  / am/ 
/qaːd  /ma / tˤiːr /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n were recruit  via advert at Kin  Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Ar bi . Sixt  ch ldr  aged b twe fiv  and leven years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
cip ted n t validatio of this phase, nin  ales an  s ve  females. All chil r n wer  
scr n  at 20 dB HL si  pur -to  u iome ry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All chil  pa sed h ring scr ning d non  w re reported t  hav  learning di abili-
ties.
T ch ical D liv ry
Experim ts ere c nd cted in a qui t r om i  King Abdul-Aziz University r a  
the par ic pant’s hom . T e noi  floor wa measur d usi g a ound lev l meter to be 
equal or less t an 40 dBA. The test mat ri ls wer  deli ered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to s nt stimuli, s w sponse ptions and record res onses. The par-
icipa ts er  i tr c e  to select on  ou  of four pictures that visually and th graph-
c y represen  th  pr s nt  word. Ea h participant was t ste  i dividu lly; the hild 
li t ned to the st muli v r S nn is  HD 650 h dphones and s lect d th  c rr spond-
ing p ture ou of fo r choi s shown o  the computer’s creen tha  v sua ly and o tho
gr p ic lly pr s nt d th  pr e t  word. The lists were p s e  at fou  different 
levels s rting a  soft l v l 40 dB SPL, th  i creasing the vol  by 10 dB SPL inc ement  
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) until t e ch ld a ed the maximum score. The four different 
p sentation levels were used t  p out the psychometric function (perf rmance y 
level) so that th  mo  a propriate pr s n ation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
established. This s chometric f nction could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st r liability and critical differe c  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g f th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
g h  volume to th  next level with a t n-mi utes b eak in bet een; order of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
r / q
q
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long vowels whereas the right nel sho s the groups wi h sh rt vo s. W ite boxe  repr s t
CGs that as includ d in th  ea y list and grey bo es represent CGs that wa  include  in the 
h rd lists. D tted boxes r present CGs that ere excluded f om the fin l word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suː / j d/ /na        s/ ħ r/ 
/d r/ /s / m  
/n ː  /y d /d s  j r/ 
/ħ / / a / ːs/ ar
n ːr/ /b tˤ/ /tˤiːn  /ʕ m
d ːr  /x tˤ/ li  /f
tˤ r/ /natˤ/ iː /k / 
ħ r/ / atˤ/ /diː  /d
/s ːs/ /x tˤ/ /ħ ː ʒ/ /b r/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ aːs/ /m t/ /tˤiːb/ / ab/ 
/qaːl/ /m wz/ / ˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aːm/ /ma dʒ/ / ˤiːn/ / am/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partici ants 
Childr n were recruit d via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validatio  of this phase, nine ales a  s ven fe ales. All chil r n wer
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  p r -to e u iom try at freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All childr n passed h aring screening nd n e w re re orted to hav  l arning disab li-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Ex erim nts er  conducted in a quiet om in Ki g Abd l-Aziz Univ sity  at 
th  par icipant’s hom . T noi  floor was m sured using a sound level meter to be
equal or less than 40 dBA. The t st at ria s were d li ere via a comp ter unni g a
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response op ions an  r cord responses. The p r-
tici a s were instruct d to s lect on  out of f ur pic u es hat v ually and thogr ph-
ically represent the pres nted word. Each p r icipant was teste  i dividu ly;  child
li en d to the sti uli over S nn eiser HD 650 he phones nd select d the c rr spond-
ing pic ure ut of four choices s own o  the comput r’s creen that visua ly and ortho-
grap ically repres nt d th  presented word. The lists ere pres e  at f u  diff rent 
lev ls st rting a  soft level 40 dB SPL, the  increasing the vol  by 10 dB SPL ncrement
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child reached the maxi um sco e. Th  our different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function ( erf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test r s t ti  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical differe c  c lculations f r a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
/ wt t
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Table 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Name Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic Lexical Neighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 




SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this test was conducted in three 
main steps (Figure 1). The first step was the development of the materials; followed by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summ r  of the process of ev lopment and evaluati  of the test. 
2.1. M terials 
T  dev lop t e A CAPT, w  st blished a  inve tory of 120 monosyllabic words
found i  Arabic child en’s books a d commonly used in ve yday life that are familiar o
Arabic-speaking childr n ged five y ars an older. We arra ed the words in groups of
fou  Ar bic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that d ffer nly in one pho-
neme. Words were g ouped bas d on their co sonant environments, where each selected
word w s in a gr up with three other conf sable wo ds. These confusion groups (CGs)
containing the four similar words differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test 
therefore used a closed-set four-alt rnative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
words in th  inventory coul fit into groups of f ur minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, th ee words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar words that differed in either the initial (e.g., /jad/, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally i
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l ng vowel  wh reas th righ  pan l sho s t  gr ups with short vowels. White boxes r prese t 
CG tha w s incl d in th easy list and grey boxes repres nt t e CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. D t d boxe  epresent CG  that w e excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were eveloped, a  e sy List nd a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/  j d /na    ː    s/ ħ
d ː  /s /m ːs / / 
/n /y  d s/ /j r/ 
ħ   b ːs  m r/ 
n r  / tˤ/ ˤiːn /ʕ m
/d ːr x tˤ liːn/ /fa
/tˤ r/ n tˤ/ iːn/  
r/ tˤ /diː /d  
s s/ x tˤ  /ħaːdʒ/ / r/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ / l/ /ħaːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /x d/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/q ːl/ / z/ /tˤiːħ/ /k f/ 
/qaːm/ /mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ mar  /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partic pants 
Children were rec uited ia advert t Ki g Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixte n chil r n aged betw e  five and el ve  years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
icip ted in th  vali ation of this phase, nin ales an  seven females. All childr n wer  
scr en d at 20 dB HL usi g pure-to  u i metry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All childr  passed h ring sc e ing and non  wer  reported to hav  learning disabili-
tie . 
Tech ical D livery
Exp rim ts w r  cond cte  in quie r om n King Abd l-Aziz Unive sity or a
th  par icip ’s hom . T no  floor was measured using a sound level meter to be
equ l or l s t an 40 dBA. The test mat rials were deli ere via a compu er unning a
MatLab script o present stimuli, how r sponse o and record respons s. The par-
i ipa s r in tr cte to select on  out of four ictu es at vi ally and thograph-
cal y r re  the pres nt d word. Ea  participant was teste indivi u lly; the chil
li ten th  stimuli over Senn e ser HD 650 he dphones nd select d the c rrespond-
ing i t r  ut of four choi s sh wn  the computer’s creen that visua ly an  o tho
grap ic lly rep e nted the p se ted word. Th lists were pres e  at f u  different
lev ls starting a  soft l v l 40 dB SPL, th  i cr asing the volume by 10 dB SPL inc ement
(50, 60, nd 70 dB SPL) u til t e child reached the maxi um score. The four different 
pr s ntati n levels were used t  p out the psych metric function (performance by 
l vel) so that t e most a propriate pr s ntation level for future test presentation could be 
established. This s chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations for a performan e l vel that w s 
ot at the floor or ceiling of the performance ra ge. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing he v lume to he next lev l with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
k b
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long vowels whereas the right panel ho s the groups with short vo . Whit  boxes rep es t
CGs hat as includ d in th  easy list and grey bo es re r s t CGs that wa  includ d in the 
h rd lists. Dotted box  r present CGs that r  exclude  from the fin l word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, a  easy List and a hard Li t. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
u /j d  /na        s/ ħa
duːr s  maːs/ 
nuː / /y / /d ːs /j r
ħ ː b s mar
n r /b tˤ/ n ʕ m/ 
d r/ /x tˤ/ /liːn  /f / 
/tˤ ːr/ /n tˤ/ /t  
/ħ ːr tˤ/ d / /d / 
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /b / 
/suːd/ / s/ /ħaːb/ / rd/ 
/s ːr/ /xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
/ ːs/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ / b/ 
/qaːl/ /m w / /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ ːm/ /ma dʒ/ / ˤiːn/ / m/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤ ːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participant  
Childr n were recruite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen chil ren aged between five and elev n years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validation of this phase, nine ales a  s ven females. All chil r n er
screene  at 20 dB HL usi g p r -to e u iometry at freque cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All childr n passed h aring sc ening nd none w  reported to hav  l arning disab li-
ties. 
Technical Deliv ry 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet r om n King Abdul-Aziz University r a
the articipant’s home. T noi  floor was measured using a sound lev l meter to be
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mat rials wer  deli ered via a comp t r runni g a
MatLab script to pres nt stimuli, show r spo se o tions and record re ponses. The par-
ticipa s were instruct d to select on  ou  of four pictures that visually and thograph-
ically represent the pres nted word. Ea h participant was teste individu lly; the hild
li tened to the st uli over S nnheis  HD 650 he dphones nd select d the c rr spond-
ing pic ure out of four choices shown o  th  compute ’s cree that v sua y a d o tho
grap ically repres nt d th  presented word. The lists w re r s e  at fou  diff r nt 
levels st rting a  soft level 40 dB SPL, th  increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL inc ement
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the c ild reached the maxi um score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance y 
level) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test r s t ti  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical differen  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
l / wz/ t
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Table 1. Published speech tests vali ated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Nam  Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic L xical eighb rhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 




SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
Th  process of the development and validation of this t st was conducted in thre  
main steps (Figur  1). The first st p was the development of the materials; follow  by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summ r  of the process of evelopment and evaluation f the test. 
2.1. Materi l  
To ev l p t e A-CAPT, we st blished a  inve tory of 120 monosyllabic words 
f und i  A ab c children’s books and commonly used in veryday life that are familiar to 
Ar bic- peaking childr n ged five years a d older. We r a ed the words in grou s f 
four Ar bic meanin ful monosyllabic CVC r CVCC words hat differ only in one pho-
neme. Wo ds were g oup d bas d on their conson nt environments, where each s lected 
word w s in a group with three other conf sable wo ds. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar wor s diffe ed nly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
theref re used a closed-set f ur-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
words i  the inventory could fit into groups of four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four similar words that differed in eithe  the initial (e.g., /ja /, /sa /, /y d/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally i
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l ng vow ls wh reas th  rig t a e  hows th  groups wi h shor  vowel . Whi e boxes r prese t 
CGs tha  wa  i cl d  in th  easy list n  grey bo es repres n  t e CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. Do t d boxe rep sent CGs hat were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, a  e sy List nd a hard Lis . 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel rt l Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s r/ jad/ /na    ː    s/ /ħ
d ːr/ /s /maːs /b r/ 
/n /y  d s/ /jar/ 
ħ r   b ːs  mar/ 
na r  / tˤ  / ˤiː /ʕ m
/d ːr x tˤ liː / /f m
/tˤ ːr/ n tˤ/ iːn/  
r/ / tˤ /diː /d  
/s ːs/ /x tˤ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /x s/ / ːb/ /bard/ 
/s ːr/ l/ /ħaːd/ / tˤ/ 
/suːq/ x d/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ aːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ / z/ /tˤiːħ/ / af/ 
/qaːm/ /ma dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /m r /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Particip nts 
Children were recru d via a vert t King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixte  chil r n aged b tween fiv  nd eleve  years (m an age = 8.33 years) par-
ticip te  in the vali atio  of thi  phase, nin ales an  seven females. All chil r n wer
cr n  at 20 dB HL using p -to e udiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All childr  ss  h ring scre ing nd non  wer  reported t  hav  l arning disabili-
ties. 
Technical D livery 
Exp rim nts w re cond cted i  a quie r om n King Abdul-Aziz Unive sity or a  
th  par cipant’s hom . T e noi  floor was measured using a ound level meter to be 
equal or l s  than 40 dBA. The t t materials were deli ere  via a com uter unning  
MatL b script o pr se t stimuli, s w sponse options and record respons s. The par-
ticipa ts were instr ct d to sel ct on  out of four pictu es hat vi ually and thograph-
cal y r res n  the pr se te  word. Ea  participant was teste  individu lly; the child 
istene  to the timuli ver Senn e ser HD 650 he dphones nd select d the c rr spond-
ing ic r  out of four choi s sh n  the computer’s creen that visua ly an  o tho
grap ically r pres nted the p ese ted word. Th  lists were pres e  at f u  different 
lev ls tarting a  soft lev l 40 dB SPL, th  i cr asing the volu e by 10 dB SPL inc ement  
(50, 60, nd 70 dB SPL) u til the child reached the maximum score. The four different 
pr s ntati n levels were used to ap out the psych metric function (performance y 
leve ) so that t e most propri te presentation level for future test presentation could be 
est blished. This ps cho tric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re- est reliability and critical difference c lculations for a performan  l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  p rformance rang . Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
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l ng vo els her as the igh  p el sh s t oup  wi s ort vow ls. Wh boxes r present 
CGs that w  include in t e asy li t and grey box  represent th  CGs that a  i cluded in t e 
hard lists. Do ed boxes r prese t CGs that w re xclu ed fr m th  final wor  lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were d vel ped, an asy List and a a d Li t.
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Sh rt Vowel Long Vow l Short Vowel 
/suːr/ jad/ naːs/ /  ħ   ar/ 
/ uːr/ ad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ yad/ aːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ batˤ/ / ˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ xatˤ/ liːn/ /fam/ 
/ ˤaːr/ natˤ/ tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/ uːd/ xas/ /ħaːb/ / ard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / awt/ ˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/q ːm/ / awdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/q ːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Chil ren w re recruit  vi  adve t at King Ab ul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixte n children ag d b tween five  ele en years (mean age = 8.33 years) p r-
ticipate  in the v lida ion o th s phas , ni e a and seve  fe ales. All childr n were 
screene at 20 dB HL using pure-to e audiometry a f eque ci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
ll chil ren pas ed h ar ng scre i g and ne w e reported to have learni g d sabili-
ti s. 
Tech i al D livery 
Experi e ts were onduct d in a q iet r om in K ng Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the articipan ’s ho . The noi e fl or was easu ed us  sou d l vel eter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The est mat ials were del v d vi  a comput  running a 
MatLab cri t to resent sti uli, s ow r sp ns  o ti s a  ec rd respon es. The par-
tici an s were ins ruct d o s l c  on  out f f ur pictures t  vis ally and orthograph-
ically represent the pr sent  word. Each articipa t was tested individu lly; th  child 
list ed to th  stimu i over Sen he s r HD 650 e dphon s an  sel c d the c rr sp nd-
ing picture out f four choi s sh n on t e comp te ’s screen that visually nd ortho-
gra hically represe ted the pr ented word. The lis s w  presented at four diff rent 
levels starting at soft l v l 40 B SPL, the i cr asing t e volu e by 10 dB SPL incr ments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached axim  score. T e four different 
presentation levels w re used to map out the psychometric fu ction (performance by 
l vel) so that the most approp iate pres ntation level for f ture test pr sentation could b  
es ablished. This psychom tric function could also be us d t  find a presentation l vel for 
test re-test reliabili y and cri ical difference c l ulati ns for a performan e l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceiling of the perf rma ce range. Eac  te t as r n twi e b fore incr as-
 the volum  to the n xt level with a t -minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize l arning effect. 
f
q
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long vowels whereas the right anel shows th  gr ups with h vo els. Wh boxes represent
CGs tha  was includ d in th  easy list nd grey boxes r prese t the CGs that was included in the 
hard lists. D tted boxes repr sent CGs that were excluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, a  easy List nd a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ /jad/ /na    ː    s/ ħ r  
/d r/ /sad/ /ma s/ 
/n ːr/ /yad  /daːs/ j r  
/ħ ːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /m r
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiː / /ʕ m/ 
/daːr/ /x tˤ/ /li n/ /f m  
tˤa r/ /n tˤ/ /tiː /k / 
/ħ ːr/ / atˤ/ /diːn/ /da  
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħ ː ʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bar / 
/suːr/ / l/ /ħaːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / a t/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/qaːl/ / z/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/
/qaː / /ma dʒ/ / ˤiː / /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ / ˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Childr n w e recruited via adv rt at Ki g Abdul-Aziz Universit  in J ddah, Sa di 
Arabia. Sixte  children age  between five and e v  y rs (m an ag  = 8.33 ears) par-
ticipate  in t  v lidation f this phase, nin  al s an  seven f les. All hildr n wer  
scr en d at 20 dB HL using p r -t ne udiometry a  fr q e ci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All c ildr n as d hearing scr ni g and n e we e r o ted to have l a ing isabili-
ti s. 
T chnic l D livery 
Expe im nts were onduct d in a quiet o  in Ki g Ab l-Aziz Unive sity o  at 
the articipant’s hom . The noise floor as m asured using a s u d level meter to be 
equa  or less than 40 dBA. The t st mater a s w re delivere  via a com ter unni g a 
MatL b script to present stimuli, show response o tions an  record re ponses. The p r-
ti ipa ts w r  instruc d to s lec  one out of four i tu es hat vi ually and rthograph-
ically represent the presented w rd. Each participant was ested individually; h  chil  
listen d to the sti uli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones nd selected the corr spond-
i g icture ut f four choices shown  the computer’s scr en that visual y an  ortho-
grap ically represented the presented word. Th  lists w re pr sented at f ur d ff t 
lev ls starting at soft v l 40 dB SPL, then in r asing the volum  by 10 dB SPL ncrements 
(50, 60, nd 70 dB SPL) u til th  child reached the maximum sco e. Th  our different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psych metric function ( erformance by 
l vel) so that t e most appropriate presentation level for future test presentation c uld be 
established. This psychometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations f r a performan e level that w s 
not at the floor or ceiling of the performance ra ge. Each test was run twice before increas-
ing the v lume to the next lev l with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
m /mawd
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long vowels whereas the right panel show the groups with short vowels. White boxes represent 
CGs that was included in the easy list and grey boxes represent the Gs that as included in the 
hard lists. Dotted boxes repres nt CGs that were xcluded from the fi al w rd lists. 
Table 2. Tw  li ts were dev lop , a  asy List n   hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
L ng Vow l Short Vo el Lo g V w l Sh rt V wel 
/suːr/ /ja / /na    ː    s/ /ħa / 
/duːr/ /sad/ / aːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xa / /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /   ʕ   am/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ / atˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaː    ʒ     / /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ / atˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ / iːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
qaːm/ /m wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiː / /k ħ/ 
Participants 
Children were recruite  via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children aged betwe n fi  and elev n years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticipated in the v lidation of this p as , ni e males n  s ven fe ales. All children w e 
scre n d at 20 dB HL sing pur -tone ud m try at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All childr n p ssed he ing s ree i g and none were rep ted to have learni g dis bili-
ties.
Technical Delivery 
Experim nts were con cted in a q i t ro m in Ki g Abdul-Aziz Univ rsity or at 
the articip t’s ho e. The oi  floor w s me sured using a sound level m ter to b  
equal r less than 40 dBA. Th  t t m terial  w r  deliv  via a com uter run ing a 
MatLab cript to pr s t stimuli, how r sp se op io s a d record spons s. Th  p r-
ticipants were i struct d t el c  e out of four ct res that visually and orthogr ph-
ic lly r prese t the pres te  ord. Each pa cipant was tested indivi ally; the hil  
list n d to th stimuli ve  Senn e s  HD 650 hea ph es and sel cted h  corr s on -
ing ictur  out of fou  choic s hown on the comput r’s creen that visually and ortho-
graphically repr sent d the pre n d wor . The lists were pr se te  at fo r differe t 
lev ls s a ting at s ft l vel 40 dB SPL, then increasi g the volume by 10 B SPL incr ments
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child r c th  maximum core. The four differ  
presentation v ls w re used to ap o t t e sycho etric fu ctio  (performance by 
l vel) so that the most appropri t  pre e tati  l l for f tu  test pr sentation ould b  
stablis e . This psy h metric funct on coul  also be used t  find a presentation l v l for 
test -test r liability a d cri ic l fferenc calculati s f r a pe formance l vel that was 
n t at the floo  or ceiling of the p rfor ance rang . Each test was un twice b fore incre s-
ing the volume to the ext level t   en-minutes break i  b tween; order f words was 
altered to minimiz learning ef ect.
t
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Table 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Nam  Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic L xical Neighb rhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognitio  test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 
12 year old children and 
bove 
er  Sta ar  ra-
ic 
SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this t st was conducted in thre  
main steps (Figure 1). The first st p was the development of the materials; foll w  by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summ r  of the process of d velopm nt an  evaluation of the test.
2.1. Materials 
To ev lop the A CAPT, e est b is ed a  inve tory of 120 monosyllabic words 
f und i  A abic chil re ’s books and commonly used in eve yday life that are familiar to 
Ar bic-speaking childr ged five year  and older. We arra ed the w rds i  grou s f 
four A abic m aningful monosyllabic CVC r CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were g ouped s d on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a  with three other conf sable words. These confusi  groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed nly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
herefore us d a close -se four-alt rn tive-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
words in the inventor  coul  fi into groups of four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words we e used and e produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, three words (/bat     ˤ    /, /tˤiːn/, /bar , were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
containe  four similar words th t differed in eithe  the initial (e.g., /ja /, /sa /, /y d/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally i
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long vowel  wh reas th  right a  sho s the groups with short vowels. Whi e boxes represe t 
CG  that wa  i cluded in h  easy list nd grey bo es rep e ent CGs that wa  included in the 
h rd lists. D ted boxes r present CGs hat were excluded f om the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, a  easy List n  a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy Hard List 
Lo g o el Short o el Long Vowel Short Vowel 
s ːr/ j d /na    ː    s/ /ħar/ 
duːr/ /s d/ /maːs/ /bar  
/n ːr/ y /daːs/ /j r
/ħuːr/ / d/ /baːs/ /mar  
/na r/ tˤ /tˤiːn/ ʕ / 
/daːr /x tˤ /l fa / 
/tˤ ːr n tˤ  /t / / 
/ r/ / tˤ/ diːn/ d / 
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /x s / ːb/ /b r /
s ːr/ /xal / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħaːr/ /b rq/ 
/ s/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ /k b/ 
/q l/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ ː /m wdʒ/ /tˤiː / / / 
/q ːd / ar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partic ants 
Chil r n ere e ruit  via adv rt t King Abdul-Aziz Uni ersit  in Jedda , S udi 
Ar bia. Sixt  c il re  ag  b tw en fiv  and elev  years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
ticip t  in t  vali at of t i  phase, nin al s and seven femal s. All chil r n were
cr en  at 20 dB HL si  pu -t e u i metry at fr que cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All c ildr  pass d h ring scr ni g nd no  wer  report d t av  le rning isabili-
ti . 
Technic l Deliv ry
Exp rime ts w  c nd cted in a quie r om in King Abdul-Az z University r at 
the participant’s om . The noise flo r wa  measured using a oun  level met r to be 
qual or les  than 40 dBA. T e t t mat ri ls wer deli ere  via a computer running a 
MatLab script to res nt stimuli, ow esponse optio s and record res onses. The par-
tici ants were ins r c ed t  select one out of four pictures that visually and rth graph-
cal y r rese  th  pres n ed word. Ea h participant was teste  i ividu lly; the child 
li ene  to th  st uli ver Senn is  HD 650 eadphones and selected th  corr spond-
ing pic ure ut of four cho s sh wn o  the omputer’s screen tha  v sually and ortho-
graphic l y r pres nt d h  p ese ted word. The lists were prese te  at fou  different 
levels s arting at soft lev l 40 dB SPL, th  i creasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL inc ements 
(50, 60, an  70 dB SPL) until the child ached the maximum score. The four different 
pres ntati n levels were used t  p out the sychometric f nction (perf rmance y 
level) so that the most propri te presentation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
established. This s cho etric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical differe  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g of th  performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
g the volume to th  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
n k m
q
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long vowels whereas the rig t anel hows the groups with sho  vo l . Whit  boxes represent 
CGs that was includ d in th  easy list nd gr y bo es represent CGs that wa  includ d in the 
hard lists. D tted boxes represent CGs hat were xcluded from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were developed, a  easy List and a hard Li t. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/s ːr/ j / /na    ː   s/ /ħ r
/d r/ s / / s  /b  
/n ː / /y d s/ j
/ħ r/ /x / /baːs/ m r/ 
/n ːr/ /batˤ/ tˤiːn/ /ʕ
/d ːr/ /x tˤ/ liː / /f
tˤa r/ /n tˤ/ iː / /k / 
ħ r/ / atˤ  /diːn  d
/suːs/ / ˤ/ / ː ʒ/ /b r/ 
/s ːd/ /xas/ / aːb/ /b r / 
/suːr/ /xal/ / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ ːs/ /m wt/ /tˤiːb/ / b/ 
/qaːl/ /m wz/ / ˤiːħ/ /k f/ 
/ ː / /ma dʒ/ /tˤiːn/ / m/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participant
Childr n w r  recruit d via a vert at K ng Abdul-Aziz Unive it  in Jedda , S udi 
Arabia. Six ee  chil ren age  between five and el ven ye r  ( ean ag = 8.33 ars) par
ticipate  in the validatio  of thi  phase, ine ales a ven e ales. All chil re  were
screene  at 20 dB HL usi  p -t  u iom try at frequ cies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All c ildr n assed h aring screeni g nd e w r r e  to hav l ar ing isab l -
ties. 
Technic l Deliv ry 
Experim nts were o duct d i  a q iet roo  in Ki g Abd l Aziz Unive sity  at 
the ar icipa ’s hom . T  noise flo r  m asured si g a sou  level eter to be 
qual or less than 40 dBA. The t st at r a s w re delivered via a com t r unning a 
MatLab script to p sent stimuli, show response options an  record re pons s. The r-
ticipa ts were instr ct d to elect one out of fo r pi tu es hat vi ally and rthograph-
ically represent the pres n ed w d. E ch participant was est  individually; th  hild 
li en d to the sti uli o er S nn eiser HD 650 h dphones nd selected the c rr pond-
i g pic ure ut of four choices shown o  t  comput r’s c een that visual y and ortho-
grap ic lly represented th  presented word. Th  lists w re pr s te  at f ur d fferent 
lev ls starting at soft l vel 40 dB SPL, then increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL ncrements 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til the child reac d the maximum sco e. Th  our diff rent 
presentation levels were used to map out the psychometric function ( erf rmance y 
level) so that the most appropriate presentation level for future test r s t ti  c uld be 
established. This ps chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st reliability and critical differe  c lculations f r a performance l vel that was 
ot at the floor or ceili g of the performa ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
ing the volume to the next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
mar t
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Table 1. Published speech tests validated with Saudi-Arabic children. 
Nam  Type Target Age Dialect 
Arabic L xical Neighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
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2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this t st was conducted in thre  
main steps (Figure 1). The first st p was the development of the materials; foll w  by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summ r  of the process of development and evaluati  of the test. 
2.1. Ma e ials 
To ev lop the A-CAPT, we est blis ed an inve tory of 120 monosyllabic words 
f und i  A ab c hildren’s bo k  and commonly used i  everyday life that are familiar to 
Ar bic-speaking chil r  aged five year  and older. We arra ed the w rds i  grou s f 
four A bic meaningful monosyll bic CVC r CVCC words that iffer only in one pho-
neme. Words were g ouped d on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word w s in a group with three other conf sable words. These confusi  groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar words differed nly in the first or final phoneme. The test 
herefore us d a closed-set four-altern tive-forced-ch ic  test paradigm. Since not all the 
words in th  inventor  coul  fit into groups of four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and e produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, th ee words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
containe  four similar words that differed in eithe  the initial (e.g., /ja /, /sa /, /y d/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally i
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long vow ls w reas the igh an l ho s groups with short vowe s. White boxes represent 
CGs hat as i clud d in th  easy list nd grey bo es repr s nt CGs that wa  inclu ed in the 
h r  lists. Do ted box s r prese t CGs that were exclude  from the final word lists. 
Table 2. Two lists were evelope , an ea y List a d a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
E sy Hard List 
Long o el ort o el Long Vowel Short Vowel 
s r/ j /na    ː    s/ /ħ r/ 
/ uːr/ /s d/ /maːs/ / r
/n ː / y /d ːs/ /jar
/ħuːr/ / d/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/n / ˤ /tˤiːn/ /ʕ m/ 
/ aːr x tˤ/ / iː / /f / 
/tˤ r /na ˤ /tiː / / / 
/ħa r/ / tˤ/ / iː / /d / 
/s ːs/ / tˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suː / / s/ /ħaːb/ / r / 
s ːr/ /xal / ːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/ s/ / t/ /tˤiːb/ / b/ 
/qa l/ /m w / /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/ aː /ma dʒ/ /tˤiː / / m/ 
/qaːd / a / /tˤ ːr/ /kaħ/ 
Partici ant
Child n w r recru te  via a vert at King Abdul-Aziz U iversit  in Jedda , Saudi
Ar bia. Six chil r  age  b twe five and el ven year (mean ag  = 8.33 ears) par
i ip ted in the valida ion f t i  phase, in ales and even females. All chil r n wer  
sc en  t 20 dB HL usi p r -to  u i metry at frequencies 0.5, .0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz.
All c ildr  p ssed h aring scr ning a d on  w re rep rted t  hav  l arning isabili-
ti . 
T chnic l D liv y
Experim ts w r  onducted in a qui r om in King Abdul-Aziz University r at 
the par cipant’s hom . T e noi  floor a m asur d using a oun  level met r to be 
qual or le s than 40 BA. T e test at ri ls wer d li ered via a computer run ing a 
M tLab script to p s nt stimuli, w esponse options a d record res onses. The par-
icipants we  in r c  t  select one out of fou  pictures that visually and th graph-
cal y r pres n  th  pr s n d w rd. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
ene  o th stimuli ve  Senn is r HD 650 headpho es a  select d the corr spond-
ing pictur u of fo r cho  sh wn on he computer’s screen tha  visually and ortho-
gr phic l y r pres nt d h  pr sented word. The lists were pr sen e  at fou  different 
l vels s rting a  soft l vel 40 dB SPL, th  increasing the vol e by 10 dB SPL inc ement  
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child ached the maximum score. The four different 
presentati n levels were used t  p out the psychometric function (performance y 
level) so that the most appropriate pres ntation level for future test r s t ti  could be 
established. This s chometric function could also be used to find a presentation level for 
test re-t st r liability and critical differen  c lculations for a performance l vel that was 
not at the floor or ceili g f th  perf rma ce rang . Each test was ru  twic  before increas-
g the volume to th  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r k
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ong vo els wher s the right pa l show  the grou s with s ort vowels. Wh te box s present 
CG  hat was included in he easy list and grey box s present th  CGs ha was incl ded in the 
hard lists. Dott d box s pr ent CGs hat w re exclude  from the final w rd lists. 
Table 2. Tw lists wer  dev loped, n asy List and  har L st. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Lo g Vowel Short V wel 
/ uːr/ jad/ /naːs/    ħ    ar/ 
/ uːr/ sad/ /m ːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ yad/ /daːs/ jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/ aːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /l ːn/ /f m/ 
/tˤ ːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /k m/ 
/ħaːr/ /m tˤ/ /diːn/ / am/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/
/suː / /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / awt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /m wz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/q ːm/ / wdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /k m/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Pa ti a ts 
Children r  ecruited via advert t King Abdul-Aziz U versity in Jeddah, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixt e  ch ldr aged b t e  five nd eleve  y rs ( n age = 8.33 years) par-
tic  i  the validation f t s phas , nine les and ev  female . A ch l ren were 
scr en d a 20 B HL using pur -t  au iom try at fr quenci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passe hearing scre g  on w repo t d to have l ar i g disabili-
ies. 
T ch ic l Deliv r
Ex erim nt  wer  co ducte  in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz U ive sity or at 
t e par icipant’s ho . h nois  loor was measured s ng a sound level met r o be 
q al o l ss tha 40 dBA. The es m terial  wer  deliver d via a comp ter ru ing a 
M Lab cri t o p se t stim li, sh  pons  options and rec d resp ses. The par-
tici nts w  i cted to s lect n  out of four pict res hat visually and orthograph-
i lly repre e  he en d word. E ch participant w s ted i ividually; the child 
list  t  the stimuli v r Se nh is r HD 650 h adphon s and select d the corr spond-
ing pi tu ut of four c oic s show  n the computer’s sc en hat visually and ortho-
raphic lly re the pres t d word. The lists w r  pres nt d at f ur different 
l v ls s art g at soft lev l 40 dB SPL, then increasing the volum by 10 dB SPL incr ments 
(50, 60, a d 70 dB SPL) un il the child reached t e axi um score. The four different 
present tion l v ls w  used to map out the psychometric function (pe formanc  by 
l l) so hat the most appropriate presentation l vel for future est presentation could be 
establish . Thi  psychometric func ion could ls be used to find a pr sentation level for 
st r - est el bility and critical differen e a culation  for a pe formance level hat was 
not at t e flo r or ceiling of th  p form nce range. Each est as run twic  before increas-
ing th  volu  to th  next level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
/
Participant
Chil re were recruited via vert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jeddah, Saudi
Arabia. Six een children aged betw en five and eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years)
participated in the validation of thi phase, nine males an seven females. All children we e
s reen at 20 dB HL using pure- one audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 nd 4.0 kHz.
All chil ren passed heari scre ning and non were repo ted to have learning disabilities.
Technical Delivery
Experi ents w re con u ted i a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at the
particip n ’s hom . The noise floor w s measured using sound level meter to b equal or
l ss th 40 dBA. T e test materials were live d via a c mputer running a MatLab script
to pr s t stimuli, show response options a d r co d respon es. The part cipants were
i structe to sel ct ne out of f ur pictu es that vis ally and orthographic lly repre ent th
presented word. Each participan was tested individually; the child listened to the stimuli
over Sen heiser HD 650 headphones and selected the corresponding picture out of four
hoice shown o the comput r’s screen that visually and or hog ph c lly epresented
th sent d w r . The l s e e p esented at four ifferen l vels starting at soft level
40 dB SPL, n in re sin the volum by 10 dB SPL i crem nts (50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) u til
th c ild ac ed th max m m score. T four diff r nt pr s tation le e s w used to
he sych metric f cti (p f anc by lev l) s th t he most app p i e
pr nt o vel r future t t p t tio co ld b s abli hed. This psy ho tric
function c uld lso b e find rese tati l l for test -test r liability a d
critical d ffer al ulati s a p rf rm nce l vel th t w s at t fl r ili g
f he rfor anc r ge. E h es was ru twice b fore increasing the v lume to the
next l v l wit ten-minutes br ak i b tween; order o wo ds was alter d to minimize
le rn ng f c .
3. R lt
3.1. P I: Ass ssment of Sp ech Ma e ials and Development of Li ts
In is phase, the speech materials wer designed to ass ss two istinct skills, dis-
crimin of nitial co sonant and final consonant of onosyllabic words. Therefor , the
t t an a ysis were conduc ed in two parts that assessed ach skill separately. Thr e
m asures were utilize to e aluat he app opriat ss a d i telligibility of he developed
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materials. The first measure was the scores of participants in each CG, where scoring was
calculated by adding the number of correct words within a CG, then dividing it by the
total number of words within a CG producing an average score for each CG. Even though
the test was presented at a soft level (50 dB SPL), participants’ scores were overall high
with an average of 3.4 points out of 4 for initial phoneme CGs and 2.8 points out of 4 for
final phonemes CGs. Scores in the final phoneme component were consistently lower, with
the lowest score for the word /bar/. The word /bar/, which means land (particularly
referring to desert in Saudi Arabic) is pronounced the same in the colloquial and Modern
Standard Arabic and is a very familiar word to children in Saudi Arabia. It is worth noting
that such a low score was not caused by the use of Modern Standard Arabic language but
potentially due to the difficulty of perception of the acoustic cues for /bar/ when presented
at a low level.
The second measure was intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) to assess the agree-
ment between the participants’ scores within each CG, where responses of all participants
for each CG were assessed to evaluate the degree of agreement between participants. We
used two-way mixed-effects ICC model with type consistency to assess agreement between
subjects’ averaged scores at each CG in the test and retest runs. The ICC showed excellent
agreement of 0.94 between the participants in both the initial and final phoneme compo-
nents, suggesting a significant correlation between participants’ responses in each CGs.
The third measure was the comparison of the average scores of each CG. Two ANOVAs
were conducted, one for initial phoneme and one for final phoneme. For both, a repeated
measures ANOVA with within-subject factors of Test session (one and two) and Word
group (10 CGs) were used. If the Mauchley’s test of Sphericity was significant we used
Greenhouse-Geisser corrections. For the initial phoneme, there was no significant effect
of Test session, F (1, 22) = 0.04, p = 0.84 s, but a significant main effect of Word group,
F (4.371, 96.168) = 14.589, p < 0.001. The results also show significant interactions between
Test session and Word group, F (5.056, 111.233) = 2.981, p = 0.014, where participants’
scores for CG2 were significantly higher by an average increase of 0.4 points in the retest
session. For the final phoneme contrast there was no significant main effect of Test ses-
sion F (1, 18) = 0.945, p = 0.344 but there was a significant main effect of Word group,
F (9, 162) = 14.608, p < 0.001. Pairwise comparison generally showed that the mean scores
for the CGs for the long vowel words were significantly different from mean scores for the
CGs for the short vowel words, for both initial and final phonemes tests. The results also
show significant interactions between Test session and Word Group, F (9, 96.966) = 7.580,
p < 0.001, where participants’ scores at CG2, CG4 in the long vowel CGs and CG2 in the
short vowel CGs were significantly different in the retest session by an average change of
−1.2, 0.85, and 0.6 points, respectively.
To show the average score of CGs, box plots for both the initial (Figure 3) and final
phoneme components (Figure 4) were created to illustrate the overall performance of the
children. These figures were used to analyse the similarities and differences between CGs
within each test to inform the development of the final word lists. After analysing the CGs,
the CGs that had lower average scores were considered difficult and were selected for a
harder list. Then, CGs were sorted based on its level of difficulty from least confusing to
most confusing, subsequently four lists were developed, two of which were easy and two
were hard. For example, CG1 in Figure 3 consisted of the words /na
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the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer running a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, show response options and record responses. The par-
ticipants were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones and selected the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually and ortho-
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r/, /da
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Arabic Lexical Neighborhood 
Test (LNT) [17] 
Open-set word recognition test 5–13 year old children with CI Colloquial Najdi Arabic 
Arabic Matrix Sentence test [25] Closed-set sentence recognition 




SRT test in Saudi [7] Open-set 5 year old and above 
Modern Standard Ara-
bic 
2. Materials and Methods 
The process of the development and validation of this test was conducted in three 
ain steps (Figure 1). The first step was the development of the materials; followed by the 
assessment and refinement of the test; and finally, the evaluation of the developed test. 
 
Figure 1. Summary of the process of development and evaluation of the test. 
2.1. Materials 
To develop the A-CAPT, we established an inventory of 120 monosyllabic words 
found in Arabic children’s books and commonly used in everyday life that are familiar to 
Arabic-speaking children aged five years and older. We arranged the words in groups of 
f ur Arabic meaningful monosyllabic CVC or CVCC words that differ only in one pho-
neme. Words were grouped based on their consonant environments, where each selected 
word was in a group with three other confusable words. These confusion groups (CGs) 
containing the four similar word  differed only in the first or final phoneme. The test 
there ore used a closed-set four-alternative-forced-choice test paradigm. Since not all the 
words in the inventory co ld fit into groups of four minimally contrastive words with 
similar phonemes, only 77 words were used and we produced 20 CGs consisting of 80 
words, three words (/bat     ˤ     /, /tˤiːn/, /bar/, were presented in two CGs). Each CG 
contained four imilar words that differed in either the initial (e.g., /jad/, /sad/, /yad/, 
/xad/) or final phoneme (e.g., /xatˤ/, /xas/, /xal/, /xad/). The groups were divided equally a
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Participants 
Children were recruited vi  a vert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jed ah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixte chil ren ag d b tw en five a d eleven years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
t cipated in t e validation of this phase, nine males and sev n females. All children were 
screened at 20 dB HL using pure-t ne audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children p ssed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experim nts were conducted a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
t e participant’  ome. The noise floor was measured usi g a sound l vel m ter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test mat ials w  deliver d via a computer running a 
MatLab cript to present stimuli, show response options and rec rd responses. The par-
ticipants were instruct d t  select one out of four pic ures tha visu lly and orthograph-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was tested ind vidually; the child 
lis ened to the stimuli ov r Sennheiser HD 650 h adphones an sele ted the correspond-
ing picture out of four choices shown on th  computer’s scree  tha visually and ortho-
graphically r pr s nted the presented ord. Th  lists were present d at four different 
leve s starting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then incr asing the volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 60, a d 70 dB SPL) until th  il reached th  aximum score. The four different 
presentation levels were used to map out the psy hom ric function (performance by 
level) so that the most ppropriate presentati n level for future test presentation could be 
stablished. This psy hometric function could also be used to find  presentati n level for 
test re-test reliability and criti al d fference calculations  a perform nce level that was 
not at the floor o  ceiling of the p rformance r nge. Each test as run twice before increas-
ing the vo ume to t e next level with a ten-minutes reak i  between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
r/,
and /
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Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet room in King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the participant’s home. The noise floor was measured using a sound level meter to be 
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a
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Participants 
Children were recruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz University in Jedd h, Saudi 
Ar bia. Sixteen ch ldre  aged between fiv  and eleven years (me n age = 8.33 years) par-
cipated n t e validation of this phase, nine males and seven f males. All childr  were 
screened at 20 dB HL using pure-ton  audiometry at frequencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 an 4.0 kHz.
All child n passed hearing screening and none w re reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were c nducted in a quiet room i  King Abdul-Aziz University or at 
the partic pant’s home. The noise floor was measur d using a sound level meter to be 
equal or less than 40 dBA. The test materials were delivered via a computer unning a 
MatLab script to present stimuli, how r sponse o tion  and record respon es. Th  par-
icipants were instructed to select one out of four pictures that visually a d o thogra h-
ically represent the presented word. Each participant was t d individual y; th  child 
list ned to the stimuli over Sennheiser HD 650 headphones a d select d the corresp nd-
ing pi ture ut of four choices shown on the computer’s screen that visually a d o o-
graphically represented t  pre ented word. The lists were p ent d at four diff rent 
levels starting at soft lev l 40 dB SPL, then increasing the volu  by 10 dB SPL increments
(50, 60, and 70 B SPL) until the child rea hed t e maximum score. The fou diff rent 
p sentation levels were used t  map o t the psychometric function (performance by 
level) so that th  most appropriate presen ation level for future test presentation could be
established. This psychometric f nction could also be used to find a pres ntat on level fo
test re-test reliability and critical difference calculations for a performance level that was 
ot at the floor or ceiling of the performance range. Each test was run twice before i creas-
ing the volume to the next level with a t n-mi utes break in bet en; ord r of words was 
ltered to minimize learning effect. 
r/ had an average score of 3.38 (out of 4) while CG5 in the same p nel con isted
of /ba
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/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children w re rec uited via adv rt at King Abdul-Aziz Univ rsity in Jed h, Sau i 
Arabia. Sixteen childre  aged between five a d eleven years (mean ag = 8.33 years) par-
ticipat d in the validat n of this phase, nine males and s ven females. All children wer  
screened at 20 dB HL using pure-to e audiometry at f quencies 0.5, 1.0, 2 0 a d 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed hearing screening and none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experim nts were conducted in a quiet room in King Abd l-Aziz University or at 
th  participant’s home. The noise floo  was measu d using a sound level meter o be 
qual or le s than 40 dBA. The est materials we  deliv red via  computer runni g a 
MatLab crip to presen  stimul , show response options and record responses. T  par-
tic pa ts were i structed to select one out of four p ct res that visually an  or hograp -
ically epresent the presented word. Each participan  was tested individually; the child 
listened to the stimuli over Sennh iser HD 650 head hone and selected the orr s ond-
in  picture out of four choices show  on th  computer’ scre n that visually nd ortho-
graphically represented the presented word. The lists were presented at four diff rent
levels starti g at soft l vel 40 dB SPL, t en increasing the volume by 10 dB SPL inc ments 
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the maxi um score. T  four differ n  
presentation level  were used to map out the psychometri  function (p rforman e by 
level) so t at the most appropriate prese tation level for futur  t st presentation could be 
es ablished. Th s psychometric fu cti n could also be us d to fi d  p ese tati  evel f r 
test re- est reliability and critical diff rence alculat ons for a perfo ma ce lev l at was 
not at fl or or ceiling of th  p rform nce range. Each test was run twic  bef re increas-
ing he volu e to the n xt level with a ten-minutes break in between; order of words was 
altered to minimize learning effect. 
/, ða
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long vowel whereas th  right panel shows the groups wit  short vow ls. Whit  box s represent 
CG tha  was i clud d in the easy list and grey box s represent t e CG that was i cluded in the 
hard lists. Dotted box s represent CGs that were excluded rom the final word lists. 
able 2. Two lists were eveloped, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy ist Hard List 
Long Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel Short Vowel 
/suːr/ /jad/ /na   ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ mar  
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ ʕam  
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam  
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ kam  
/ħaːr/ matˤ/ /diːn/ dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ /bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ  
suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ barq  
qaːs/ mawt/ /tˤiːb/ kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
/qaːm/ mawdʒ/ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children wer  r cruited via advert at King Abdul-Aziz Un versity in Jed h, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixteen children ag d b tw en fiv a d leven years (mean age = 8.33 ye rs) par-
ticipa ed in the validation of this phase, nine mal s a d seven female . ll w re 
scre ed at 20 dB HL using pure-tone audiometry at fr quencies 0.5, 1.0, 2.  and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed heari g screeni g and non  wer  reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments were conducted in a quiet roo  in King Ab l-Aziz Unive sity or t 
the par icipant’s ome. Th  noise floor as mea ured using a sound level meter to be 
eq al or less tha  40 dBA. T e test mat ials were elivered via  comp ter running a 
MatLab sc ipt to present timuli, h w res o se opti ns and rec rd respons . The par-
ticipants were ins ructed  s lec  ne out of four picture  that visually and rthograp -
ically r p sent the prese t d wor . Ea  participant was teste individually; the child
listened o the stimul  over S n h iser HD 650 headph n s and sel cted th corr s ond-
ng picture out of four c ices shown n the comput r’s screen that visually and ortho-
gr phically repres nte  pres ted word. T  lists w re presente at our different 
levels s arting t soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing th volume by 10 dB SPL increments 
(50, 6 , and 70 dB SPL) until the child reached the aximum scor . T e our different 
presentation l vels were used to m p out t e psychometr c functi n (perfor an e by 
lev l) so that he m t appropr ate presentation level f r futu  t  pres ation ou d e 
est blish d. T is psychome ric function c uld a so be used t  find  pr s n ti n lev l f r
est re-test rel ability and cri ical diff e ce alculations fo  a performance level at was 
not at th floor or ceiling o  the perfo ance rang . Each st was ru  tw c b fore increas-
ing th volume to the n xt level with a ten-minutes br ak in betw en; order of words was 
altered to minimize l arning effect. 
b/, /
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of /baːb/, ð ːb/, /  ʃ    aːb , and /ɣaːb/ had and average score of 2.85 (out of 4), indi-
cating that the CG1 is easier (less confusing) than the CG5. 
3.2. Phase II: Validation of the Developed Lists: Lists Equivalency Analysis 
Usi g the lists (two easy and two hard) that were developed in phase I, an experiment 
was conducted to evaluate the difficulty and equivalency across lists. Si ce the difference 
between the lists was most apparent at lower presentation levels and ceiling effects were 
observed in the higher presentation levels (Table 3), only the data th t were collected at 
40 dB SPL were used to evaluate the list equivalency and produce the final form of the 
lists. A repeated-measure ANOVA was performed with a within-subject factor Test Ses-
sions (test and re-test) and Lists (four lists) and Sphericity was assumed. 
Table 3. The mean of participants’ scores (shown in proportions) at 40, 50, 60, a d 70 dB SPL. 
dB SPL /Lists L1 L2 L3 L4 
40 0.74 0.71 0.66 0.56 
50 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.86 
60 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.83 
70 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.89 
The results i dicate a significa t main effect of List, F (3, 13) = 12.1, p < 0.001 and a 
significant main effect of Test S ssion , F (1, 15) = 5.54, p = 0.03, sugg sting the existence 
of diff re t lev l f difficulty within lists and performance in retest session. The results 
show no significant interaction between the effects of Lists and Test Sessions on scores, F 
(3, 13) = 0.96, p = 0.44. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 
mean scores for List 4 was significa ly lower than the me n scores f L st 1 (p < 0.001) 
and List 2 (p < 0.001). In addition, th  mean scor  f List 3 was significantly low r than the 
ean score  of List 2 (p = 0.03) and (p = 0.05) List 1 (Figu e 5). Th  resul s in icat  that List 
1 nd List 2 were easier tha  List 3 is  4. In additi n, par cipants’ scores increase  by an 
average of 0.05 points in ret st sess o . 
 
Figure 5. In the box plots, the Y axis represents the proportion correct score and the X axis repre-
sents the developed four lists. The boundary of the box closest to zero indicates the 25th percentile, 
a black line within the box marks the median, and the boundary of the box farthest from zero indi-
cates the 75th percentile. Whiskers above and below the box indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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long vowel whe a the ri ht panel how  the gr ups wit  short vowels. Whit  box s represent 
CG that was i clud d in the sy list and g ey box s represent the CG that was i cluded in the 
hard lists. Dotted box s represent CGs that were excluded rom the final word lists. 
able 2. Two lists w re eveloped, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT Lists 
Easy List Hard List 
Long Vowel Short V wel Long Vowel Short V wel 
/suːr/ /jad/ /na   ː    s/ ħar/ 
/duːr/ /s d/ /maːs/ bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ /xad/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
/naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
/daːr/ /xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fa / 
/tˤaːr/ /natˤ/ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
/ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
/suːs/ /xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ/ bar/ 
/suːd/ /xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
/suːr/ /xal/ /ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaːr/ /barq/ 
/qaːs/ /mawt/ /tˤiːb/ kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ kaf/ 
/qaːm  /mawdʒ  /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤiːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Children w r  r cruited vi  advert at King Abdul-Aziz Un vers ty Jedd , Saudi
Ar bia. Sixte n children ag d b tw e fiv  a d lev n years (mean age = 8.33 years) par-
tic p ed in the validation of this phase, nine ma s and seven f male . All childre  w e
scr ened at 20 dB HL using pure-ton  audiom try at frequ ncies 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All children passed he ri g screening and non  wer  reported to h ve learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experim nts were conducte  i  a qui  room in King Abdul-Aziz Universi y or at 
t e participa t’s ome. The noise floor was me red using a sou d level meter to be 
equal or le s than 40 dBA. The test mat i ls w re eliv d via a comp t r running a 
MatLab sc ipt to present imuli, h w res onse options a d rec rd sponses. The par-
ticipants wer  instruct d t  selec ne out of four picture  th t visu lly and r hog ap -
ically repr s nt the pr se ted wor . Ea h participan  was teste  indivi ually; the child 
liste ed to the stimuli ov r Sennhe er HD 650 headphon s n  sel cted the corr s ond-
ing pic ure out of four c ices shown n th  comput r’s scree  that visua ly and ortho-
graph cally represented th pres nted o d. Th  lists w re presente  a  four different 
levels s arting at soft level 40 dB SPL, then increasing h  volum  by 10 dB SPL increm nts 
(50, 6 , and 70 dB SPL) until t  child reached the aximum score. The four different 
presentation l vels were us d to map ut t  psychom t c fu ti n (p rfor ance by 
level) so that he m st appr priate presentation lev l fo  futu  t st pr s ntat on could be 
establishe . T s p ychome i  function c uld lso be u d o fi d a presentati n l vel for 
test re-test reli bility and critic l diff rence calculations for a performanc  l vel t at was
no  at the loor or ce ling o  th  p rfo mance rang . Each st was ru  tw c before increas-
ng th volume to e n xt level with a ten-minut s break in betw en; order of words was 
alt r d to minimize l arning effect. 
b/, and
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into two subgroups (ten CGs, i.e., 40 words each), one f whic  assessed the first phoneme 
and the ot er assessed the third or final phoneme. The subgroups were also divided 
equally into t o subgroups for vowel length (five CGs). In total, there were two groups 
of words, first phoneme contrast and final phoneme contrast. Both groups contained forty 
words divided into twenty long vowel words and twenty short vowel words. 
Familiarity and intelligibility of words within CGs was assessed by a simple binary 
forced response survey that was used with the three native Arabic audiologists (Saudi 
Arabian, Egyptian, and byan) who volunteered to assess the appropriateness f the ma-
terials for the targ t group of c ildren. In a group sett ng, the clinicians listened to each 
stimulus and matched it to the corresp nding picture then d cided hether it was appro-
priate or in ppropriate. The group agreed that the word /   ɣ  aːb/, which refers to a 
verb form of the word ‘absent’, w s rather abstract and the illust ation m y cause confu-
sion to the chil ren. Accordingly, the CG that contained this word was m rked for elimi-
nation in the fi al version of the word lists. To keep an n number of CGs for the pur-
pose of cre ing equal word lists, we op ed to eliminate three more CGs that was deter-
mined to be least familiar to children and use it instead for  pr ctice un. Otherwise, the 
expert panel agreed that the ords selected were appropriate nd matched the illustra-
tions. 
2.1.1. Recording Words 
Three native Arabic- peaking dults volunteered o record the words in Modern 
Standard Arabic, two females and one male (age r nge 35–46 year old); each word was 
recorded twice. The female speakers were b th origin lly fro  the central regi n f Saudi 
Arabia (Al-Qassi ), the first speaker was a post-graduate stu ent while the other speaker 
was an elementary-school teacher. The male speaker was from the western region of Saudi 
Arabia (Makkah) and was a university lecturer. The s eakers were seated a meter away 
from the microphone. The stimuli were recorded in an An choic Chamber (AC) at Uni-
versity College London with a Br el and Kjaer 2231 Sound L vel M ter fitted with a typ  
4190 cond ser microphone. Th  sign l was digitis d with a Foc srite 2i2 USB sou d card 
at  s mple rat  of 44,100 Hz. Six conti uou  wav files we  r co ded usi g ProRec 2.4 
[26], recording software d veloped at UCL. Auto atic separation before and aft r utter-
a ces an  labelling for ach ord was achi ved through ProRec after filtering the .wav 
files with a high pass filt r to reduc  gross fluctuatio s (us ng a M tLab script). Finally, 
the RMS values for all words was equated. 
Three Arabic native speakers critically listened to the recorded words and gave their 
feedback on pronunciation, clarity of the recordings, accuracy of utterances in the Modern 
Standard Arabic and their preferred speaker out of the three. Using google forms, the 
evaluators individually listened and rated each word as clear or not clear. One of the eval-
uators who completed the forms was a post-graduate student in linguistics and her Ph.D. 
project involved investigation of dialects in Saudi Arabia, the other two evaluators were 
highly educated clinical audiologists in Saudi Arabia. The three evaluators voted for the 
same female speaker, and thus her voice was selected for the A-CAPT. 
2.1.2. Handling Test Materials and Illustrations 
The pictur s wer  all drawn by a 14-y ar-old child to ensure hat t y were relevant 
for younger children. Although there is no vid nce th t childr n’s drawings ar  nec s-
sarily more relevant o other children than prof si nal illu trators, w  ch s  to do this 
b cause in th  o iginal im l ntation f the CAPT som  of e figures had t  be altered 
t  ke th m m r  m aningful for childr n. For xample, th  word peg was originally  
picture o   lot s g to be us d n a washing line but had to be r plac d with a clothes 
p  for anging up coats. Th  pict res were the  mad  int  jp gs d  caption of the word 
w itten in Arabic was dd d to e ch figure (See Fig r  2). Aft r re ording the words and 
m tc ing them to corr sponding pictures, th  familia ity and appropriateness of the 
a
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long vow ls w e eas he right panel s ws e group ith ho  vow ls. Whit  boxes represent 
CGs hat w s included in th  easy li t a d grey boxe represent the CGs that was included in the 
hard li ts. Dotted boxes rep esent CGs that were exclu ed from the final word lists. 
Tabl 2. Two lists were developed, an easy List and a hard List. 
A-CAPT List  
Easy List Hard List 
L ng Vowel Short Vowel Long Vowel S ort Vowel 
suːr/ ja / na   ː    s/ /ħar/ 
/duːr/ /sad/ /maːs/ /bar/ 
/nuːr/ /yad/ /daːs/ /jar/ 
/ħuːr/ x d/ /baːs/ /mar/ 
naːr/ /batˤ/ /tˤiːn/ /ʕam/ 
daːr/ xatˤ/ /liːn/ /fam/ 
/tˤaːr/ na ˤ/ /tiːn/ /kam/ 
ħaːr/ /matˤ/ /diːn/ /dam/ 
suːs/ xatˤ/ /ħaːdʒ /bar/ 
suːd/ xas/ /ħaːb/ /bard/ 
suːr/ /xal/ ħaːd/ /batˤ/ 
/suːq/ /xad/ /ħaː / /barq/ 
/qaːs/ / awt/ /tˤiːb/ /kab/ 
/qaːl/ /mawz/ /tˤiːħ/ /kaf/ 
qaːm/ /mawdʒ /tˤiːn/ /kam/ 
/qaːd/ /mar/ /tˤ ːr/ /kaħ/ 
Participants 
Child en w e recr ited vi  ad  a King Abdul-Aziz Un vers ty in Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia. Sixt  chi dren aged b tw five and l v  ye s (mean g = 8.33 y a s) pa -
ic p t d in h  val dation of this pha e, ine m es a d s ven mal s. All childr n were 
sc ned t 20 B HL using pure- one u om t y at frequenci s 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 kHz. 
All ch ldre  pas ed hea i g scree ing n  none were reported to have learning disabili-
ties. 
Technical Delivery 
Experiments wer  con cted i a qui t ro m n King Ab ul-Aziz Un versi y or at 
th particip nt’s hom . Th  noise fl or wa  measur d using a s und l v l met r o be 
equal or l ss than 40 dBA. Th  t st mater als wer  delivered via a comp ter running a 
Ma Lab cr pt  pr sent stimul , sh w sponse options d r co d r s onses. The -
ic pant  were instr cte  t elec  one ou f fo r pic res hat visually and orthogra -
ically r present th  p esented word. Each p r i pant was t sted individually; the child 
listen d to t timuli over S n ei r HD 650 hea phon s a d selec th  correspond-
ing pict  out of four choices shown on the comp t r’s screen that visually and ortho-
g a ically repres nte  the p s nt d wor . The li ts w re pres nted at four ifferent 
s s arti g at s ft level 40 dB SPL, then i cr as g th  ol me by 10 dB SPL increments
(50, 60, and 70 dB SPL) unt l the hild re ched th  aximum score. Th  four diff rent
pr sent tion levels w r  us d o p ut the psychometric functio  (p rformance by 
l v l) so h t the most app pria presen a ion l v l for future st p ese tation ould be 
es ab ished. This psychometric fu ctio  coul lso b used to fi d a presentati n lev l for 
test re-test rel ability and ritic l dif c ca culations for a p rform nc  l vel hat was 
not at t  flo r or ceiling of he performa ce a ge. Each est was un twice befor  in reas-
 t  o ume to h  ext level with a en-mi ut s b k in between; order of words was 
alt red to minimize learning effect. 
b had nd average score of 2.85 (out of 4), indicating
that t e CG1 is easier (less conf si g) tha t e CG5.
3.2. Phase II: Validation of the D veloped Li ts: Lists Equivalency Analysis
Us g th lists (two e sy nd two hard) th w re developed in phase I, an experiment
was co ducted to evaluate the difficulty and equivalency across lists. Since the difference
between th lists as most a p r nt at lower present ion levels and ceiling effects were
observe in the higher presentation levels (Table 3), only the data that were collected at
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40 dB SPL were used to evaluate the list equivalency and produce the final form of the lists.
A repeated-measure ANOVA was performed with a within-subject factor Test Sessions
(test and re-test) and Lists (four lists) and Sphericity was assumed.
Table 3. The mean of participants’ scores (shown in proportions) at 40, 50, 60, and 70 dB SPL.
dB SPL /Lists L1 L2 L3 L4
40 0.74 0.71 0.66 0.56
50 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.86
60 0.94 0.93 0.95 0.83
70 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.89
The results indicate a significant main effect of List, F (3, 13) = 12.1, p < 0.001 and a
significant main effect of Test Sessions, F (1, 15) = 5.54, p = 0.03, suggesting the existence
of different level of difficulty within lists and performance in retest session. The results
show no significant interaction between the effects of Lists and Test Sessions on scores,
F (3, 13) = 0.96, p = 0.44. Post hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that
the mean scores for List 4 was significantly lower than the mean scores of List 1 (p < 0.001)
and List 2 (p < 0.001). In addition, the mean score of List 3 was significantly lower than the
mean scores of List 2 (p = 0.03) and (p = 0.05) List 1 (Figure 5). The results indicate that List
1 and List 2 were easier than List 3 List 4. In addition, participants’ scores increased by an
average of 0.05 points in retest session.
Figure 5. In the box plots, the Y axis represents the proportion correct score and the X axis represents
the developed four lists. The boundary of the box closest to zero indicates the 25th percentile, a black
line within the box marks the median, and the boundary of the box farthest from zero indicates the
75th percentile. Whiskers above and below the box indicate the 10th and 90th percentiles.
3.3. Critical Difference
When the initial critical difference calculations were conducted with the four lists,
reliability was not satisfactory. To address this, lists were combined to increase the number
of items in a list. The two easy lists were merged into one list of 32 items and the two hard
lists were also merged into one list of 32 items. This improved reliability of the test by
increasing the number of items within lists.
A within-subject sω was calculated (as calculated in the original CAPT) to derive the
95% confidence interval of the score for an individual [28]. The quantity sω is the square
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root of the mean group variance (mean across individuals of the variance calculated for
each individual). An individual’s observed score is expected to lie within ±1.96 sω of
their true score (for 95% of observations; the CI). The critical difference is calculated as√
2 × 1.96 sω. If scores obtained on two different occasions differ by
√
2× 1.96 sω or more,
then they differ significantly at p < 0.05.
The critical difference was calculated for both levels 40- and 50-dB SPL. However,
it was decided to present the 50 dB SPL calculations as 50 dB SPL was determined to be
the preferred presentation level since 40 dB SPL is considered soft speech and could be
affected by variation of hearing thresholds and noise floor as observed by the participants’
performance (see Figure 6).
The mean critical difference at 50 dB SPL for the easy list was 18% and the hard list
was 12%. Table 4 shows how the critical difference varies across the performance range at
50 dB SPL and what the critical difference is for an individual score out of 32. For example,
a child scored 88% on the easy list one occasion and 77% in the second. This would not be
considered as a significant change in performance since the score falls between 69% and
100%. However, if the child scored 66% on the second occasion, this would be viewed as a
significant decrease in performance.
Table 4. Critical differences (CD) for easy and hard lists expressed in percentages (95% confidence interval).
Easy List at 50 dB SPL CD −+18% Hard List at 50 dB SPL CD −+12%
Scores (Out of 32, %) Lower Boundary Upper Boundary Scores (Out of 32, %) Lower Boundary Upper Boundary
100 82 100 100 88 100
97 79 100 97 85 100
94 76 100 94 82 100
91 72 100 91 79 100
88 69 100 88 76 100
84 66 100 84 73 100
81 63 99 81 69 93
78 60 96 78 66 90
75 57 93 75 63 87
72 54 90 72 60 84
69 51 87 69 57 81
69 51 87 69 57 81
66 47 84 66 54 77
63 44 81 63 51 74
59 41 78 59 48 71
56 38 74 56 44 68
53 35 71 53 41 65
50 32 68 50 38 62
47 29 65 47 35 59
44 26 62 44 32 56
41 22 59 41 29 52
38 19 56 38 26 49
34 16 53 34 23 46
31 13 49 31 19 43
28 10 46 28 16 40
3.4. Test–Retest Reliability and Age Effect
Pearson correlation was conducted to assess test–retest reliability and showed signifi-
cant correlations at 50-dB SPL for easy (r = 0.77, p < 0.001) and hard (r = 0.79, p < 0.001) lists
(Figure 7). Pearson correlations were also conducted to determine the relationship between
participants’ performance and age at 50 dB SPL (n = 16) (Figure 8). There was a significant
relationship for both the easy list (r = 0.63, p = 0.01) and hard list (r = 0.62, p = 0.01).
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Figure 6. Proportion correct scores for the easy and hard lists at 40 and 50 dB SPL.
Figure 7. Depicts the relationship between test and retest 50 dB SPL at easy (top) and hard
list (bottom).
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Figure 8. Depicts the relationship between age and proportion correct scores at easy (top) and hard
(bottom) lists at 50 dB SPL.
4. Discussion
A new Arabic monosyllabic closed-set consonant-discrimination test, for use with
Arabic-speaking children over the ages of five years has been developed. The main
motivation for this research was the lack of materials that can be used with this population
to assess their consonant perception skills and monitor changes over time or after an
intervention. The new test is an adaptation of the CAPT into Modern Standard Arabic.
Selecting the format of the speech test is key to ensure that the measurement is
assessing the desired function in a reliable way [29,30]. We therefore decided to use a
closed-set format because this makes the task a discrimination task, which is easier for
younger children, not reliant upon a child’s ability to produce sounds, and shows how
different phonemes are confused. This analytical information can be used to guide fitting
to optimise delivery of speech information. The mode of delivery of this test was auditory-
only in a quiet environment following the standard approach used for the CAPT [21]. We
chose to adapt the CAPT because it has been shown to be a reliable outcome measure
for assessing speech perception in young children and is sensitive to hearing aid gain
settings [22] and differences in the audiogram [24].
To develop this word discrimination test, the word familiarity and language level
was determined to be aligned with recommendations from other authors [29,30]. This
was done by presenting the selected Arabic words in Modern Standard Arabic to a group
of primary-school Saudi Arabian children to assess the familiarity and appropriateness
of the words and the clarity of the corresponding pictures. The scores of the children in
the development stage were generally very high suggesting that the pictures and words
were intelligible for the majority of normal hearing participants. This part of the study
was conducted in the UK at the KFA, a Saudi-funded primary school. The children at
this school who partook in this experiment were from Saudi Arabia and were exposed to
the same type of Modern Standard Arabic as those children who participated in the final
phase of the study that was conducted in Saudi Arabia. The only difference between these
two groups was the fact that most of the children who participated in the study that was
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conducted in the UK were bilingual while most of the children who participated in the
study conducted in Saudi Arabia were monolingual. Such a difference is not expected to
be an issue since all the children were native Arabic speakers who were equally exposed to
Modern Standard Arabic.
The above scenario illustrates the benefits of using the formal form of the language
with school-aged children when dealing with diglossic languages such as Arabic, Modern
Greek, Swiss German, and Haitian Creole. This study showed that despite the existence
of various number of dialects within the Saudi-Arabic language, children with different
backgrounds were familiar with the materials that were presented in a closed-set format
in the formal form of the language and achieved high scores in this test. This may also
indicate that the test can be used with Arabic-speaking children in non-Arabic-speaking
countries. For example, it has been reported that Arabic is the fastest growing language in
the United States [31]. In addition, providing such tests can minimize the reported lack of
materials for assessing speech in children who lives in the UK but speaks languages other
than English [32]. In large cities, it has been reported that the proportion of children who
have English as not their first language can be higher than those who have English as the
family language [33].
The final version of the A-CAPT differs slightly from the original CAPT [21]. The
A-CAPT consisted of two lists, one was considered ‘easy’ and one ‘hard’, where each list
consisted of eight CGs producing a total of sixteen CGs. The original CAPT [21] has only
one stimulus set consisting of twelve CGs (48 items) which are presented in multiple lists
comprised of different presentation orders of the items. For each of list in the A-CAPT the
measures were shown to have strong agreement between the test and retest sessions with
Pearson correlation values of 0.77 and 0.95 for the easy and hard lists, respectively; these
values were similar to the reported value (0.83) in the original CAPT.
The effect of age is a critical element to evaluate when validating a speech perception
measure [29,30]. There was a significant correlation between the scores on the test and
the age of the participants, with older children performing better than younger children.
Such trend was expected as older children with normal hearing are reported to have
better speech discrimination skills and advanced spectral resolution maturity compared to
younger children [34,35]. Age accounted for approximately 40% of the variance for both
the easy and hard lists. The relationship did not reach a stronger level possibly due to
the small sample size (n = 16) used in this experiment. However, this relationship was
stronger than the reported in the original CAPT [21], which only accounted for 15% of the
variance, which was explained by the limited spread of ages of participants used in the
CAPT validation [21].
The critical differences for the two lists can be used to determine whether or not
changes in performance of an individual child are significant. The critical difference values
reported for the CAPT was 13.7%, which is similar to the critical values that we calculated
for the hard list (12%). For the easy list, the average critical difference was larger (18%).
These critical difference values indicate that the harder list is a better discriminator when
comparing an individual child’s performance in two different conditions
Finally, limitations of the test and study should be noted. Firstly, the sample size in the
development of material phase (n = 26) and lists’ evaluation phase (n = 16) of this study was
smaller than the original CAPT (n = 55). In addition, the range of ages was wider, where
the range of ages in the CAPT was 4–8 years and in the A-CAPT it was 5–11 years. Further
work to determine the age ranges for the final version of the A-CAPT needs to be conducted
with a larger number of participants at each year. Secondly, the critical differences are
larger than would be desired but in a similar region to the CAPT [21]. This is typical
for measures used with young children. It does mean that in an ideal clinical situation
that two lists would be conducted to improve the confidence in the scores or at least a
short practice list is needed prior to running the actual test. As with all speech measures
for children, it means that on the individual level small changes in performance will not
be detected. The critical differences were larger at the lower level (40 dB SPL compared
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to 50 dB SPL), and this is again as expected because the children were being tested at a
lower point on the psychometric function closer to their hearing threshold, where greater
variability is typically observed. Third, this test is conducted in Modern Standard Arabic,
which is not the everyday mother-tongue spoken language by Arabic-speaking children,
but rather a formal form used in media and at school. It was selected because the variation
in dialects for Saudi Arabic is vast and the Modern Standard Arabic can be considered as
a common ground that everyone is exposed to on daily basis, including the selected age
group of children.
5. Conclusions
This A-CAPT has been developed to assess consonant perception in Arabic-speaking
children aged 5 years and older. The test consists of an easy list and a hard list, which were
validated with normal-hearing children (aged 5 to 11 years). Test–retest reliability was high
for both the easy and hard lists. Overall, children’s performance improved with increasing
age. Just like the CAPT [21] from which it was adapted, the A-CAPT uses a wide range of
phonemes in a speech discrimination task that will be helpful when programming hearing
devices or planning an intervention.
Although the A-CAPT was developed to replenish the lack of tools that could assess
consonant perception in Arabic-speaking children in Saudi Arabia, this test is also relevant
and usable for other Arabic-speaking children in other countries where dialect-specific
speech tests are not available. The A-CAPT allows the assessment of the discrimination
of speech cues and provides frequency-specific information with known reliability; this
information is helpful to clinicians to assess auditory perception, verify the benefits of
hearing devices, and assess effectiveness of habilitation interventions.
6. Future Work
Continuation of this work would be to conduct a large-scale validation of the A-CAPT
test with larger sample size that can produce normative data for different age groups. In
addition, speech materials for younger children using regional dialects can be developed.
A version of the A-CAPT can also be validated with the words presented in background
noise. Finally, assessment of the A-CAPT in other Arabic countries can be completed to
determine if Standard Arabic can be used more widely.
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